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FOREWORD

The purpose of this study is to show how the motion picture can

be used to explain what this war means in our daily lives and what

each of us can do to help win it. The radio and the newspapers have

developed new techniques of wartime communication with which

most of us have become familiar. We are less aware of what the

motion picture has done and how the motion pictures now avail-

able can be secured and shown.

Mary Losey has performed a piece of pioneer research work of

the first importance by listing, with short descriptions, the represen-

tative types of war films available in this country. Many of these

films come from abroad. They show what the other United Nations

have done and suggest lessons that we might learn from them. Many
American films are also available. Some of these were made before

the war broke out and were not intended to be used in wartime but

they have acquired, nevertheless, fresh importance and meaning.

Total war affects us in every department of our lives. Films

that deal with total war therefore are not confined to military sub-

jects. They are not confined to civilian defense. They go into the

fields of home economics, child care, and agriculture. All the films

described in this book can be classified as "documentaries." Some
of them have great artistic value; others .have historical interest; still

others are primarily practical. Films for the Community in Wartime

not only lists the various kinds of films available for general non-

commercial use; it explains how to procure them, how to show them,

and how to avoid difficulties.

No study of this kind can claim to be definitive. All the countries

in this war are constantly turning out new films America, we hope,
most of all. But this booklet brings together for the first time the

available material as of December 1, 1942. In another six months

or a year enough new films should have appeared to make a new
edition necessary. Also as time goes on new methods of distri-



bution will be found; new outlets are likely to develop. But this

study marks a beginning. It also outlines a new approach to the use

of documentary films. In presenting this work, the National Board

of Review hopes that it has opened many new fields to all who use

the motion picture as a medium of communication.

QUINCY HOWE

New York City President of the National Board of

December 1, 1942. Review of Motion Pictures, Inc.



INTRODUCTION

Though the immediate and specific purpose of this book is to tell

people in general about films that will help them understand the

war we are fighting, and how, as individuals and groups, they can

put that understanding to work in the all-out effort for victory, there

is good ground for hoping that it will do something more far-reaching.

It may well bring home to many people bring literally home to

them the enlightening and liberating value of documentary films,

and once they have known that value they will hardly fail to make

use of it in the times to come.

If this is in truth a people's war, the worldwide stirrings awakened

by the need to fight are little likely to die out when the fighting is

finished. With hardly an American home which hasn't some one dear

to it gone into some far-off land on a desperate adventure, every-

one's horizon has had to be stretched to include the whole earth. The

men who come back will be a tie to other lands. Our work after the

war will keep us constantly aware of these ties. And we shall want,

as we shall need, to know the things that documentary films can show

us better than any educative medium man has yet brought to uni-

versal use.

The American contribution to this book is not as large as it would

be a month from now. American documentaries are just getting into

high, with the results of their long preparation, like all our war prep-

aration, just beginning to reveal their scope and intention and use-

fulness. If this book is found helpful, it may hope to be also a

beginning in widening and deepening the stream of information which

will help the American people to meet the future intelligently and

in the spirit of a new era.

JAMES SHELLEY HAMILTON



NOTE: The writer is aware that at times it may not be clear from the text

what are the exact sources of specific films. This is due to the fact that

many, indeed most, of the films are available through many of the sources

listed in Chapter V. In every case we have tried to indicate the primary
source for each group of films mentioned. In addition, readers are advised,

to consult their local distributors, being certain to give exact titles of the,

films wanted. Unless otherwise indicated; all the films mentioned are avail-

able in 16 mm.



CHAPTER I

Films That Help Win the War

Films can help to win the war, if we use them intelligently.

In this pamphlet we shall be talking about the use of films for fuller

participation in the war effort by civilian adult and young people's

groups by schools, libraries, Y's, churches, motion picture councils,

forums, civilian defense councils, service clubs, social agencies, trade

unions, women's clubs.

The first idea which embraces all others is the fact of our involve-

ment in a violent world war. A war of such enormity that none of

us can fully understand or be fully informed. Only by exchanging
the fragments of knowledge of the worker, farmer, soldier, teacher,

doctor, industrialist, grocer, geographer, housewife, sailor and all

the other specialists you can mention, will we begin to put together the

scattered parts of the puzzle and see the war as a whole. And when

we see its wholeness involving the lives and the futures of all the

people in the world we will begin to understand it.

Toward piecing together this knowledge the film, especially the

documentary film, has its large contribution to make. And just what

is a documentary film? There never have been any very satisfactory

definitions. So suffice it to say that their essential characteristic is

their objective: to communicate ideas, to teach, persuade and inform.

When the ideas communicated approach the fundamental needs and

interests of the people the documentary film becomes a powerful
instrument for democratic education. That moment has arrived.

There's no need to guess what the fundamental needs and interests

of the people are. Their questions on every side are the clue. Listen

to them.

1. Who are our Allies? What kind of people are they?

2. What is life like in the armed services? Where are our

fighting men?

3. What does global warfare mean?

4. What does total warfare mean to me?

9
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These and many like them are the questions. There are no open
and shut answers to them in the films but there is light and infor-

mation. It is not our purpose to plan ideal programs on each of the

subjects. All we can do here is point out some of the films in each

of the fields and indicate the character and sources of the material.
I

i

WHO ARE OUR ALLIES?

GREAT BRITAIN
Great Britain is first in point of quantity and variety of films

offered to describe and interpret her war effort. All of the British

films available for non-theatrical distribution are fully described with

reference to their interest to American audiences in a recently pub-
lished free catalog entitled Films of Britain at War. Over one hun-

dred and fifty films are listed. They are grouped under the follow-

ing major heads: Armed Services, British Commonwealth of Nations,

Civilian Defense, The Farm Front, The Home Front, The Industrial

Front, Transport and Communications, Women in War. There are

many pictures under each of these subdivisions of genuine interest

and value to any group concerned with encouraging basic under-

standing and cooperation between the people of the United States and

of Britain. From them it will be possible to learn much of the man-

ners, the speech, the jobs, the interests, the personal qualities of

courage and perseverance which the British people have exhibited

through three long years of war. These films are interesting not

alone for the fact that they are "official" and therefore a picture of

Britain as she sees herself today. They are even more interesting for

the fact that they depart once and for all from the genteel upper
middle class portrait of the English gentleman, his prissy schoolboy

son, his garden party and buttered-scone wife. Most of the people

in these films are the fighting, toiling, everyday common garden-

variety English people who for one year bore alone the whole brunt

of Hitler's savagery and came up fighting. That it is important for

Americans to know these people and learn to get along with them

as fighting comrades is a truism. But there is some doubt as to

whether or not we have advanced far along the way for all the fine

words that swirl through the atmosphere. Note the following partial

quotations from a recent dispatch to the New York Times:
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AMERICAN SOLDIERS STRANGE TO BRITONS

PROBLEMS OF HIGHER PAY, FOOD SUPPLY, NATIONAL HABITS

REQUIRE ADJUSTMENT

PEOPLE ARE HOSPITABLE

London, August 15. Not so long ago General George C. Marshall,

United States Chief of Staff, said he hoped to see the American Army
expand over here. That has been happening. It has got so there is

hardly any part of Britain where there is a pub without an American

in it demanding cold beer, where the regular customers are used to

drinking it warm or at least at room temperature. This seems to be

one of the main points of discussion between United States and British

soldiers; and it is an important one, because many quarrels start from

that. ... .

The fact is that American soldiers and British Tommies are allergic

to one another. They do not get along without outside help.

To correct this difficulty the Army has already taken up the

challenge and issued a booklet designed to forewarn American men
in service of some of the differences they will find when they reach

British soil and of the importance of understanding them and adjust-

ing to them. The booklet, entitled A Short Guide to Great Britain

and issued by the War Department, is entertaining reading and would

add a good deal to discussions in connection with some showings of

the Films of Britain at War. It is addressed to soldiers but it could

well be addressed to the entire American people.

It points out that one of the most powerful weapons of the enemy
is propaganda; that he uses this weapon intensively to drive a wedge
of distrust and misunderstanding between the people of the United

Nations. It then proceeds to tell some of the ways in which the

British people differ from the Americans and some of the common
causes of misunderstanding customs, manners and national charac-

teristics. Its message is that our job is not to deny these differences

but to recognize and respect them. In many ways the films dis-

tributed by the British government in America help toward this kind

of understanding.

Even one evening should go a long way toward cementing the

friendship of the peoples of the two countries. Here is a suggested

evening of films taking about 60 minutes which would fit in well

with Guide to Britain.
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LISTEN TO BRITAIN 1 reel

This is an impression of the sights and sounds of England at war.

There are no words except in song and casual comment, but the hum
of factories, the din of gun fire and exploding bombs, the gaiety of

the crowded dancehall and the beat of marching feet. The film skips

from work to recreation to fighting much as the lives of the British

people must do. To anyone who knows England there will be much
to remind him of the rhythm and mood of British life, speeded up

perhaps but not fundamentally changed from peacetime. Others will

find in it a style of life not unlike their own and a new portrait of

the English character. The film is distributed by the Office of War
Information as one of a series of films from the United Nations. It

is available from any OWI regular depositories.

CITIZEN'S ARMY 1 reel

This is the organization and training of the British Home Guard the

people, ordinary working civilians most of the time, who will carry

on the defense of the country should there be an attempted invasion,

They are the guerrilla army of England.

WINTER ON THE FARM 2 reels

This is a rather lovely film of the routine of life on a large, prosperous
farm. It bears no immediate reference to the war and is very good
for showing many of the similarities to American farming.

WARTIME FACTORY 1 reel

Here is a film which carries a message of special importance on the

industrial front: that more valuable than any other single factor in

production is the health and efficiency of the skilled worker. It would

show the industrial side of contemporary England.

NEWSPAPER TRAIN 1 reel

This is the story told by an American newspaperman of how the news

went through in spite of a night of intensive bombing which cut off

the usual routes.

The films suggested above are only representative. There are

many other choices. The best procedure is to write direct to the

British Information Services, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, and

get a complete catalog and make your own selections.

Many other British films will be mentioned as other subjects which

they have treated come under discussion. These will be films which

pertain to problems of interest in the United States but in which the

British experience has been more concrete, as in evacuation, bombing,
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emergency war services, or longer, as in the case of rationing, salvage,

and many other specific economic and social changes.

UNION OF SOCIALIST SOVIET REPUBLICS

Because the aims of the Soviet film industry are identical with

the aims of the Soviet government, the films of this Ally all aim at

giving a full visual report of the war and the seriousness and reality

of the participation of all the Russian people in the war. Because

of its valiant struggle to save the country from the Nazi invader the

first image that comes to most of our minds when we think of the

Soviet Union is the Red Army, its structure and its exploits. A
number of short films cover various aspects of the subject.

THE RED ARMY 2 reels

A peace-time document providing full details on the make-up and

education of the Red Army.

FOR HONOR, FREEDOM, AND COUNTRY 1 reel

The first days of mobilization after the attack by the Germans on

June 22, 1941.

ON THE FIRING LINE 1 reel

A front-line record of the first months of the war by a famous di-

rector of documentary films.

COUNTER ATTACK AT POINT A 1 reel

The details of preparation of the several integrated arms of the service

for a counter attack.

UNDER SEIGE 1 reel

The defense of Tula, where the German drive on Moscow was broken

in the winter of 1941. This is particularly interesting for its account

of the part played by the civilians of Tula in this engagement.

ANSWER FROM RED SQUARE 2 reels

Stalin's speech and the following military demonstration during the

German attack on Moscow.

RUSSIA FIGHTS BACK 1 reel

A general coverage of the progress of the war on the Russian front

during its first six months.

A DAY WITH THE SOVIET AIR FORCE 1 reel

This is a film which covers routine reconnaisance, aerial photography
of enemy targets, in addition to the more heroic and spectacular work

of the air force.
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Two feature-length films on the Red Army are available and

would be interesting for exhibition to large audiences. They are:

THE MANNERHEIM LINE-S reels

This is a detailed graphic picture record of the Finnish chapter of the

present war.

SOVIET FRONTIERS OF THE DANUBE 7 reels

A document of the occupation of Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina

by the Red Army.

Other films about civilian life and peace-time pursuits in

the Soviet Union might be interesting at this time. They touch upon
education, geography, art, sports and some of the remote regions of

the country. Since they do not deal directly with the war they could

be used principally in showing what it is the Russians are fighting

for, what kind of people they are, who they are.

ONE DAY IK SOVIET RUSSIA 6 reels

Twenty-four hours of a typical day in the Soviet Union beginning
with the rising of the sun on the Eastern shore of Siberia and crossing

the vast expanse of Russian territory to the western boundary as it

describes varied activities of a day. The commentary is by Quentin

Reynolds, famous war correspondent.

RUSSIA'S MILLIONS MOBILIZE 1 reel

A picture of the total civilian mobilization for defense in industry

and agriculture, home defense, and guerrilla bands.

SOVIET WOMEN AT WAR 1 reel

Russia is an enormous country and at the outset of the war many
were comforted to think of the vast reserve of manpower she could

call up to face the Nazi armies. As the film shows it has only been

possible for Russia to put her immense armies in the field and take

the terrible losses she has because of the fact that the women have

risen up in every corner of the Soviet Union, on farms, in factories,

in science and industry and service, to replace the men who have been

called to arms.

Happy Childhood, Song of Youth, Russian Ballet and Folk Dances,
National Dances of the U.S.S.R., Mongolian Art, Sports in the U.S.S.R.,

Armenia, Soviet Arctic are all one-reelers in this category. Audiences

particularly seem to enjoy National Dances of the U.S.S.R.
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But Soviet national life, the character of the people or rather

the peoples and their traditions, achievements and history are also

depicted in many interesting feature films. They are the produc-

tions of Russian dramatic film studios. They are of course all Russian

dialog films although most of them have English subtitles. Some

interesting features available in 16mm include:

ALEXANDER NEVSKY 9 reels

The resistance of the Russian nation to the German invaders of the

13th century.

THE GREAT BEGINNING 10 reels

A story of collective farm life.

WINGS OF VICTORY 10 reels

The life of Valeri Chkalov, famous Soviet aviator.

CHAPAYEV 9 reels

The story of a guerrilla fighter in the Civil War who through his

own actions of personal courage and intelligence became a Red Army
Commander.

All the films discussed above on the Soviet Union or made by
Russian studios are available in 16 mm for rent from Brandon Films,

1600 Broadway, New York City. In addition to this source of

16 mm films, persons interested in securing 35 mm films on the

Soviet Union should write directly to Artkino, 723 Broadway, New
York City. It is also a good policy to keep in touch with Artkino

for news on new short subjects and features which will be released

in increasing volume during the coming months. Many of the films

scheduled to be produced will be especially designed for use by
American discussion groups; most of them will be edited at this end

of the line rather than sent direct from Russia in finished form. They
will be based on current newsreel and human interest material shot

in Russia and forwarded in un-edited form to the United States.

Finally, two particularly intelligent films on Russia at war have

not yet been released for 16 mm use, but can be seen in United States

theatres and are worth watching for. They are:

INSIDE FIGHTING RUSSIA 2 reels

From the World in Action, the monthly series released by United

Artists and produced by the National Film Board of Canada. This
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is the clearest, sharpest and most positive analysis of Russian strength
and Russia's importance to the other United Nations yet to be pro-
duced.

OUR RUSSIAN FRONT 5 reels

Produced for the Russian War Relief and distributed by Harry Rath-

ner, 723 Broadway, New York City. This film was made during
the winter of 1941-42 to aid in the Russian War Relief drive for

support of the Soviet Union. It is a sympathetic and inspirational
film made in Hollywood from Russian newsreel material.

CHINA
There have been dozens of the travelogue type of film about

China. The majority of them were produced either from the mis-

sionary's or from the tourist's point of view; and, except for giving
some idea of the topography of some sections of the country and of

native life, they are not directly concerned with China's war effort.

More topical and consequently of greater immediate interest are:

BATTLE CRY OF CHINA (Kukan) 6 reels color

This film,' was shot over a period of months by a cameraman who was

fortunate enough to travel over most of the strategic highways of

China and to most of the important centers from which the Chinese

are fighting their war. It covers such an enormous terrain, both

ideological and geographic, that it is of necessity very sketchy, but it

succeeds in showing such vitally interesting aspects of China at war
as the Burma Road, the supply route from the Soviet Union, Chung-
king at work and Chungking under one of the devastating bombard-
ments by the Japanese, Chinese youth studying in universities in the

interior, similar industries rescued from the seaboard overrun by the

Japanese army, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, and Madame Chiang
Kai-shek at a number of her tasks of helping the children and youth
and women of China to build a new country. This film is available

only in 35 mm from United Artists for the present.

WESTERN FRONT 2 reels

Produced in 1941 for the United China Relief this picture does an

excellent job of showing how America, the arsenal of democracy and

China, are inter-related in this war. There are scenes of United States

production and shipping and the United States Navy in action in

the Pacific and of the goods arriving in China via the Burma road

and the Chinese armies in action using the materials and the support
of the United States. The film makes the point that China is in

effect the Western Front of the United States. The film is being dis-
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tributed by the Office of War Information and may be secured from

any of their reguar depositories.

CANADA
Canada may not be one of the largest of the United Nations,

but if her film output is any token she is certainly one of the most

important. Shortly before the invasion of Poland, the Canadian gov-
ernment created the National Film Board of Canada, authorizing it

to make and distribute films of information for the Canadian people

and to coordinate all the government's film activities. In three years

the result of this legislation is a coherent, fast, well-aimed program
of Canadian films which has taken under discussion practically every

angle of the United Nations War effort. In the twelve month period

just passed, about 240 information films have come from the Canadian

cutting rooms. They break down into a half dozen categories. About

half of them are purely local, i.e., Canadian, in reference, and have

no application for audiences outside the Dominion of Canada. Many
others are as important to American audiences as the films produced

by our own government. For one thing, of all the United Nations,

Canada is most like ourselves. For another, by sheer force of ge-

ography, Canada and the United States are fighting for the same

things, the same piece of earth, the North American continent. And
for a third, and in default of enough pictures by the United States

Government, many of the Canadian films thanks to the similarities

between the two nations, can be used to study our own problems.

As to films from Canada which deal with the kind of people the

Canadians are, their ways of life and their war aims, there are a

number which are distributed in the United States in 16 mm and

many more which might be released for American use if there were

sufficient demand. Here are a few which can be recommended:

PEOPLES OF CANADA 2 reels

A description of the various races who populated Canada, their con-

tributions to the nation's development and culture. This is an ex-

cellent panoramic view of the Canadian poeple with a point to make
on the subject of racial tolerance.

OTTAWA ON THE RIVER 2 reels color

This was intended to show Canadians what their capital city is like.

It is a better than average travelog type of film.
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GREAT LAKES 2 reels color

The main stream of shipping down the Lakes, and the industries along
their shores, are the themes of this film.

CANADIAN LANDSCAPE 2 reels color

An artist of Canada shows what he sees in his country.

These are typical of one small section of Canadian films which

are of interest to us. A much greater number of Canadian films serve

to answer other of our questions, and will turn up under the sub-

jects that they treat.

Canadian films are distributed in the U. S. through a number

of the regular 16 mm commercial companies, and by most of the

large university film services.

LATIN AMERICA
Some time before the United States became an active combatant,

the United States Government recognized the necessity for solidarity

with the other American republics in the event that the Western

Hemisphere should be involved. Today that policy has acquired more

than a sentimental significance. As air warfare develops, and the

U-boat menace does not abate, it becomes increasingly apparent how
the two American continents are linked in this fight for freedom, and

it becomes increasingly necessary for the Americans of both contin-

ents to know and respect one another. To meet this need, the Office

of the Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs was established.

The Motion Picture section of the Office of Inter-American Affairs

has been in existence since the beginning of 1941. The policy of

this office has been to issue cultural, geographic, and travel films on

the Latin American countries. It has only a small selection of films

to show us about Latin America which relate to the political, social

and economic impact of the war.

AMERICANS ALL 2 reels

A survey of youth in the Latin American countries, pointing out the

similarities and differences to the youth of the United States, and stress-

ing the need for cooperation between the two continents to build a

better world.

COLOMBIA, CROSSROADS OF AMERICA 2 reels

A very sweeping study of the historical backgrounds and present
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political structure of Colombia, with particular reference to its po-

sition as a commercial and cultural link between North and South

America.

ARGENTINE PRIMER 2 reels

A political study of Argentina as she continues her neutral or, at least,

non-combatant policy.

Other films distributed by the Office of the Co-ordinator of Inter-

American Affairs are of a non-political nature. For the most part

they are films of the travelog type, with emphasis on the picturesque,

most of them beautifully photographed in color. Among them are:

MEXICO BUILDS A DEMOCRACY 2 reels color

A report on a rural health education project in Mexico.

OUR NEIGHBORS DOWN THE ROAD 4 reels color

A film on the countries along the Pan-American highways.

SOUTH AMERICAN MEDLEY 4 reels

A film from the National Geographic Society on Brazil, Uruguay,

Argentina, Venezuela, Colombia.

BOUNTEOUS EARTH 1 reel color

A Mexican fiesta film on the blessing of the animals on Candlemas

Day.

HIGH SPOTS IN A HIGH COUNTRY 2 reels color

Very exciting scenes of life and the arts of Guatemala.

WOODEN FACES OF TONONICAPAN 1 reel color

Guatemalan fiestas including a breath-taking climax of Chichicaste-

nango's famous 8 -day celebration.

All of the above films, and additional subjects which will be re-

leased in the near future, can be secured direct from the Office of

the Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs, Motion Picture Section,

444 Madison Avenue, New York City.

There are some other films which have been made in the Latin

American countries over a period of years which also shed light on
the lives and ways of these people.

THE WAVE 6 reels

A rightly famous and beautiful film about the work and struggle of

the people of a Vera Cruz fishing village, made for the Mexican gov-
ernment in 1936. Distributed by Brandon Films..
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FORGOTTEN VILLAGE 7 reels

Another beautifully photographed film of Mexico. This is a story

of how an isolated village in Mexico is brought into contact with

the outside world and the services of modern medicine. Distributed

by Mayer and Burstyn.

THE BRIDGE 3 reels

This is the tentative title of a film not quite ready for release at the

time of writing. It will deal with the economic relationship of the

South American continent to the United States, with particular em-

phasis on the problems of transportation and the need for the de-

velopment of new industries.

The film is being made for the Foreign Policy Association, and will

be distributed by the N. Y. U. Film Library.

HIGH OVER THE BORDER 2 reels

This film was produced under the sponsorship of three agencies: the

National Film Board of Canada, the New York Zoological Society,

and the Office of the Co-ordiriator of Inter-American Affairs. It is a

quite lovely nature film, the subject of which is the migration of birds

between the North and South American continents. Distribution by
the Office of Inter-American Affairs.

OTHER MEMBERS OF THE UNITED NATIONS

A more limited supply of films is provided from the other gov-

ernments of the United Nations. This is due to the fact that many
of them are fighting in exile and have not access to first-hand ma-

terial of their home lands, or because their resources have had to be

devoted entirely to direct war production. There are two sources of

information, however, that will, during the coming months, keep
constant watch for films from the United Nations, and they will

both publish, from time to time lists of recommended films which

can be secured. They are:

EAST AND WEST ASSOCIATION

40 East 49th Street

New York City

UNITED NATIONS INFORMATION CENTER

610 Fifth Avenue

New York City
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The East and West Association will review all films which could

apply to increasing understanding between the people of this country

and the Oriental peoples, and, jointly with the National Board of

Review, will publish evaluated lists of such films. Their first pub-

lication on films on the Oriental peoples is now available.

WHAT IS LIFE LIKE IN THE ARMED FORCES? WHERE
ARE OUR FIGHTING MEN?

Anyone who has a son, a brother, a husband or a friend in the

armed services, and that is everyone, is asking these questions. Where

are they, how are they, what is their training, where have they seen

action? And it's not revealing any military secrets to try to answer

these questions in film, since the President has himself announced

that tens of thousands of the fighting forces of the United States

are already on a score of battlefronts, and thousands more are seeing

action every day. I shall include here not only films made for and

about the United States Army and Navy and Coast Guard, but some

of the Services of other Allied Nations as well.

PRIVATE SMITH U. S. A. 2 reels

This film has to date been released only to theaters. It describes the

transformation of John Smith from private citizen to a First- Class

Private in the U. S. Army. It takes him through all the steps from
medical examinations and issuing his first uniform to finally turning
out a soldier. You find out what it looks and feels like to be a

soldier, what he eats, where he sleeps, how he feels about the sergeant,

and what's more, what he's fighting for. It is very well acted and

directed without any of the embroidery usually imposed on films

of this kind. Distributed in 35 mm. by RKO Pictures, New York

City.

American films answering these questions come primarily from

the Government, and particularly from the United States Army,

Navy Department, Coast Guard Headquarters, and Office of War
Information.

Army recruiting films include a series of Technicolor shorts:

AIR ARMY, THE TANKS ARE COMING, WINGS OF STEEI,
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Coast Guard films describe training and routine in such films as:

MEN OF THE COAST GUARD 2 reels

Showing the more important activities of this service.

COAST GUARD ACADEMY 2 reels color

Student life at the Coast Guard Academy at New London.

Navy and Marine Corps have more contemporary subjects:

MARINE CORPS NEWS 1 reel

Newsreels of current activity of the marines.

ONE SUNDAY MORNING IN HAWAII a 3-minute film

Reminder of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.

EYES OF THE NAVY 2 reels

An exciting and instructive film on the training of aviation personnel
for the Navy, and air operations with the U. S. fleet.

For action films on United States forces, it may be necessary to

wait a few more months before much is released to the public. At
the moment of writing, the first front-line film of American troops

in action has just been released for theatrical distribution, and will be

widely shown throughout the theatres of the country, and there-

after for non-theatrical use. It is:

BATTLE OF MIDWAY 2 reels color

Commander John Ford of the United States Navy, formerly a Holly-
wood director, was with the fleet at Midway, and had camera units

on the island when the great battle for the island was joined with the

Japanese. The picture does not tell you much about how such a battle

is fought, nor what forces were involved, probably because of military

censorship, but it does at least give you some idea of the fortitude

and tenacity of the troops who fought it. Because it is in color, the

quality of which is theatrical rather than real, the whole film takes

on, to some extent, the nature of a spectacle.

The producing agencies of the United States Government which

are going to cover this kind of information in film are just getting

properly organized now. They will cover all types of subject matter

on the armed services, from training and recruiting through to re-
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ports on all the battlefronts, coordination with other countries, supply

and morale. The Office of War Information will be the source of

production and information on all such films for civilian use. There

should be the beginnings of comprehensive coverage by spring of

1943.

There are numerous Canadian films on this subject. Especially

interesting are:

BATTLE IS OUR BUSINESS 3 reels

A detailed picture of the hardening process, from basic training to

battle drill. It covers squad drill, bayonet drill, rifle practise, the use

of the Tommy gun, the Bren gun, and the trench mortar. The im-

portance of this early work for discipline and proper coordination of

mind and muscle is stressed. The young soldier is constantly studying
his job. He learns the intricacies of map-reading, and the tactics of

assault and retreat. When he has mastered the basic weapons and

methods, the recruit proceeds to the assault course, a strenuous sim-

ulation of actual battle conditions. The film is good because it shows

you what a soldier goes through to learn his trade, and it shows you

why. In spite of the seriousness of its message, the film has a quality

of humor and youth which gives it punch all the way through.

LETTER FROM CAMP BORDEN 2 reels

Life at a Canadian camp, described as seen through the eyes of a

young recruit to the Tank Corps. Three boys who arrived at the

camp together each learn a different part of the business, an infantry-

man, a despatch rider, and a tank driver.

SOLDIERS ALL 2 reels

A report on the training of Canadian soldiers and airmen in Britain.

WINGS OF YOUTH 2 reels

Made in the early days of the war, this film describes widespread air

training fields through Canada, where young men from the whole

British Empire, and many from the United States, received their train-

ing for the air force.

NOTE: See under Caiiada sources for above films.

Russia covers much actual combat material. The films are all

listed and described under U. S. S. R. See especially:

A front-line record of the first months of the war.
ON THE FIRING LINE 1 reel
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COUNTER ATTACK AT POINT A 1 reel

The details of preparation for a counter attack.

UNDER SIEGE 1 reel

The defense of Tula, where the German drive against Moscow was

broken last winter.

A DAY WITH THE SOVIET AIR FORCE 1 reel

Reconnaisance, air mapping and observation.

NOTE: See under U. S. S. R. sources for above films.

England has a dozen interesting films on the subject. In the

training category are:

SEA CADETS 1 reel

The cadets learn flag work and, surprisingly, have cutlass practice.

The seaman explains that cutlasses are in popular use, particularly
in landing operations. They also study the engines of the ships, in-

struments, charts, signalling, and other sciences of the sea.

ACK ACK 1 reel

This is really a film for civilians. -It shows what the Anti-aircraft

gunner has to know and, with animated diagrams, gives you a very

good idea of what happens when a plane tries to attack a target which
is protected by adequate anti-aircraft fire. It doesn't always bring
the plane down, but it does a good deal to prevent accurate bombing.

As in the case of the Russian material, the films of the British

Army and Navy and Air Force in action are perhaps the more ex-

citing.

LOFOTEN RAID 1 reel

This one is for people who really want to see what a Commando raid

is like. It is the landing of a British raiding party on some islands

off Norway where the Germans have large fish-oil stores. You really
see the landing, the taking of the town and of key Nazi represen-

tatives, blowing up the oil stores and returning with prisoners and
anti-Nazi Norwegian volunteers.

TARGET FOR TONIGHT 5 reels

With each day's news of intensified bombing of Germany, this picture
takes on more significance. Many people saw it in the theatres during
the winter of 1941-42; but those who didn't should not miss it. The
film is the story of the work of one bomber squadron over one target

on one night. Tote up several hundred such squadrons and you can
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get some idea of what is going on over Germany right now. There

is not a single bit of elaboration on this simple story of the men of

the bomber squadron getting their instructions, studying the photo-

graphs of their target, charting their course, taking off, reaching and

bombing their target, and, with their ship slightly damaged, limping
back to England to find it fog covered, and having to land lighted
down to the field by flares. All of the actors in the film, which is

so skillfully directed and put together that it compares favorably
with any Hollywood feature, are actual members of the R.A.F., playing
their regular roles. This is one of the best films that has come out

of England or, for that matter, out of any country in the war.

NAVAL OPERATIONS 1 reel

This is a different type of picture from any of the others described

under this subject. It is made of animated maps and diagrams, and
tells how the Bismarck was intercepted and caught, and how the

Graf Spee was cornered. It shows the relation between various types
of craft in carrying out operations. Especially recommended to arm
chair strategists.

CHANNEL INCIDENT 1 reel

An incident in the evacuation from Dunkirk, including actual news-
reel shots of the British soldiers being taken from the beaches onto the

small boats which rescued them and returned them safely to England.

THE HANDYMEN 1 reel

The story of famous Indian sappers, engineers and miners, who are

trained to overcome every obstacle in desert warfare, and their work
in the African campaigns.

NOTE: See under Great Britain source for above films.

China fought the war against fascist barbarism for three long

years before any of the other United Nations was involved; and one
of the first stories of fighting men came from that ally.

CHINA STRIKES BACK 2 reels

This is a stirring account of the Chinese Eighth Route Army, its

ingenious guerrilla tactics, and its leadership. It was made in the

years before most of the western world was aware of the fact that

a war was going on. Today, the men you see in this film are the

oldest veterans of this war, and many of the tactics that are being
taught about Commando fighting are learned from them. Brandon
Films, Inc.
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THE FOUR HUNDRED MILLION 5 reels

In this film there is very little demarcation between civilian and soldier.

It is the story of a whole nation at war, from little children to gen-
erals. It describes the political and national integration of China in

the face of Japan's assault, and the stubborn resistance of her army
to the mechanized might of the enemy. This picture is also an early

document of this war, made in 1938. Today it is more than a docu-

ment, it is a prophecy. It should be studied, not just to see how the

Chinese army fights, but why and for what the nation has withstood

six bitter years of war and grown stronger as a nation, more unified

and more democratic in the process. Brandon Films, Inc.

A recent film by an Australian cameraman put out by the Aus-

tralian News Bureau, 610 Fifth Avenue, New York, is one of several

on Australian forces in action.
t

KOKODA 1 reel

An excellent first-hand document of the advance of Australian troops
over the Owen Stanley Mountains to Northern Guinea. It shows

vividly the hardships of this field of warfare which is being waged in

the Pacific area.

Among these various films from the largest of the democratic

powers will be found an incomplete as yet, but nevertheless sweep-

ing, portrait of the soldiers of democracy. You see some raw youths
here in the process of becoming soldiers, and learning the discipline

of their trade; you see eager fighters trained and sharp and ready

for the fight; you see old warriors, patient, tough, and wily from

long years of war; you see the gigantic and heroic Russian army

taking and giving the bitterest punishment of them all. You see

defeated and bewildered men retreating from a continent, and ex-

ultant men retaking land they had lost. As the war progresses, there

will be many, many more such films reporting on the exploits of

the armed forces. Many of them will not be pretty films. Do not

avoid seeing them on that account. If you would know the war,

you must know its violence.

WHAT DOES GLOBAL WARFARE MEAN?
Here is a term that comes into more common usage every day.

Its primary purpose is to educate people to think of the map of the

world as a sphere rather than a flat rectangular shape. It's true that
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most Americans learn in their first geography lesson that the world

is round, if for no other reason than the fact that Columbus thought
so and, in proving it, stumbled across the American continent. But,

after memorizing Columbus' admirable feat, most of us promptly

forget the roundness of the world. Now, thanks to aviation, radio

and all the other revolutionary changes in transport and communi-

cation, the shape of the world as a whole has become strategically

as important as the shape of its various land and water areas. It has

become one of the controlling factors in how the war shall be fought.

To date, more has been written than filmed on the subject. Es-

pecially useful is the publication "Handbook of Global Warfare,"

with many maps and a clear text, published by William Morrow &
Co. It would be helpful as supplement to a screening of the existing

films on the subject:

MIDDLE EAST 1 reel

A clear map and diagram film on the Middle Eastern war zone, show-

ing how it forms a wall between the Axis partners, Japan and Ger-

many, and serves as a base of supply to the U. S. S. R. It makes much
more intelligible, too, the problem of supply for the United Nations,

which have to circle the Cape of Good Hope, and Germany, which

uses the Mediterranean. Distributed by British Information Services.

GEOPOLITIK 2 reels

This is the first attempt to explain in maps, diagrams, and pictures,

Hitler's concept of the world and his plan of conquest. The picture
is one of the World in Action series, and not available just yet for

non-theatrical use, but can be seen in theaters. It is distributed by
United Artists.

ROAD TO TOKYO 2 reels

Another World in Action, this one shows, in the same technique, the

real relationship in distance and means of transportation between

Tokyo and the American continent, and forecasts some of the strate-

gies that will be employed in the offensive against Japan.

THE WORLD AT WAR 6 reels

This is the first official film made and released by the Office of War
Information. It is a newsreel compilation of the various battlefronts,

telling the story of the causes and events of the war in chronological
order. Because it covers the vast arenas of the war, it helps to vis-

ualize the extensiveness of the war, in both political and geographic
terms,
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WHAT DOES TOTAL WARFARE MEAN TO ME?

For Americans, this is one of the hardest questions to answer. It

is hard because this nation is just beginning to experience the dis-

placement, the sacrifice, the speed-up, the stripped-for-action char-

acter of total war. Millions of young men have been called from

their civilian lives into the armed services; millions of workers have

suddenly gone back to work; towns have become boom towns over

night; housing and crowding and prices are problems everyone is

already aware of. The beginnings of rationing are here, sugar, rubber,

metals, and of shortages. But America is still far from a war economy.
Her citizens have not even yet paid a wartime tax. But the other

nations that have been at it longer than we are in a position to show

us some of the changes we may expect, especially on the civilian

front.

Total warfare for the people of America will mean the absolute

devotion of all American citizens and resources to winning the war.

It will mean not only no waste of tin but also no waste of time

or resources, human and material. To this end America is mobilizing.

Here are some films about some of the fields that will be and are

being affected:

TOTAL WAR MEANS CIVILIAN DEFENSE

The United States Office of Civilian Defense at Washington pub-
lishes a List of Films Available to Civilian Defense Councils, in which

is included 13 films on the specific subject of the protective services.

Those distributed free by OCD include:

THE DEFENSE COUNCIL IN ACTION 2 reels

Presents an American city unified in fighting the war, with civilian

protection and community services answering today's special needs.

FIRE BOMB 1 reel

The most recently approved methods of extinguishing incendiary
bombs.

THE AIR RAID WARDEN 2 reels

How the air warden operates both before and during a raid.

RESCUE UNIT 2 reels

What personnel is needed for the rescue unit, what its equipment
is

?
and how it works in removing people from bombed

buildings.
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AN AIR RAID WARDEN'S REPORT 1 reel

The importance of accuracy in a warden's collecting of information at

the scene of a disaster and the manner in which he should transmit

the information to the control center.

BLACKOUT AND SHELTER ROOM 2 reels

Various methods of blacking out homes and how to arrange for one

room in the house as a refuge for the family during a bombing raid.

CONTROL CENTER 3 reels

An instructional film on the control center with detailed treatment

of the duties of each of the personnel and the control center in action.

Note: All of the above films on protection are available rent free from
the Office of Civilian Defense, Washington, D. C.

Other films on this subject are available from British Information

Services. Of especial interest is the film on

THE NEW FIRE BOMB
This a detailed description of a new type of bomb that the Germans
have been using over London and effective ways of fighting it.

NEIGHBORS UNDER FIRE 1 reel

How volunteer organizations provide temporary shelter and food for

Londoners when they are bombed and blasted out of their homes.

WAR AND ORDER 1 reel

An account of the duties of the police force in wartime Britain.

The film follows the events of an actual raid through the organization
of the Police Force, and the part the police play in finding and report-

ing damage, organizing traffic, rescue and repair.

ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS 1 reel

A description of the work of the British men and women who take

time from their regular jobs to man spotters
1

posts. The routine

of spotting aircraft, identifying and reporting them, is vividly de-

scribed.

LONDON FIRE RAIDS 1 reel

This is newsreel material on the night of the terrible fire raid on the

business and warehouse section of London. Thousands upon thousands

of incendiaries were dropped in an all-out effort to set the city on
fire and completely destroy it. That the Nazis did not succeed is

a miracle of the war which these pictures clearly show.

For source of the above English films see under Great Britain.
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The United States War Department also loans to civilian defense

agencies and state defense councils a series of films for civilian defense

training on First Aid, Identification of Aircraft, and Map Reading.

In cooperation with the Civilian Defense Volunteer Office of New
York, Brandon Films, Inc. is producing such films as:

SHOCK TROOPS FOR DEFENSE 1 reel

A recruiting film for Auxiliary Fire Corps. The film gives a well-

rounded description of the need for and work of volunteer fire

fighters. It is not an instructional film. Brandon Films, Inc.

SCRAP FOR VICTORY 1 reel

Produced with the technical advice of the War Production Board,

New York Region, General Salvage Division, the film depicts one

family's campaign for salvage in a personalized story treatment. Bran-

don Films, Inc.

TOTAL WAR MEANS PEAK WAR PRODUCTION
To reach the peak of war production that will be needed to

win the war, labor and management and the government agencies

which pertain to them have one of the biggest jobs of the war

before them. They must decide what goods are to be produced, and

see that they are produced without waste of time or materials at

the most rapid rate possible.

This will require training. Millions of Americans have been out

of jobs for many years, and have either lost, or never had, the skills

needed to take over the jobs of production the war has created. To
meet this need, the Office of Education has begun the produc-
tion of a series of films for training for war industries. There

are fifty of these films now ready for use, and nearly 7000 prints of

them have been sold to training centers, schools, and factories training

men and women for war work. There will be more, but these first

50 are a basic stepping stone toward the coordinated use of the film

in training. The films are all one reel long. They are simple, spe-

cific and clear. Many of them use diagrammatic material to explain

the theory of certain operations. None of the films is intended to

be used to train workers for a specific skill without the supplementary
instruction of a teacher and actual workshop experience. You can't

learn to build a ship without ever going to a shipyard and actually

handling the tools and materials of the trade, and the films do not
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intend to suggest this. What they do is illustrate the manipulation

of certain tools, the theory of certain operations or instruments, tech-

niques, safety and good workmanship principles. Subjects covered

in the films released to date:

PRECISION MEASURING
Five films cover the principal instruments for measuring, the steel rule,

micrometer, and various types of gauges.

THE ENGINE LATHE
Seven films covering turning, cutting, drilling, boring with an engine

lathe.

THE MILLING MACHINE
Five films discuss the machine and its various uses.

VERTICAL BORING MILL
Three films on the uses of the vertical turret lathe.

THE SHAPER
Five films in this category.

SHIPBUILDING SKILLS
Ten films explaining different operations in the buildng of ships, from

setting a keel block and bottom cradle, to regulating and setting deck

plates.

BENCH WORK
Eight films on techniques of bench work.

SINGLE POINT CUTTING TOOLS
Two films on the fundamentals of cutting tools.

THE SENSITIVE DRILL
One film.

THE VERTICAL DRILL
Three films.

NOTE: Source for the above films Bell & Howell & Castle Films See

Chapter V.

But more than training is needed to speed the country's war pro-
duction to victory. The health and safety and morale of the workers

are as important factors as their training. There is an ever-increasing
stream of films designed to develop awareness of these considerations

both on the part of people in industry and of the general public.
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From the Office of War Information are some films on the battle

for production which dwell primarily on the speed and skill of

production. They tell a part of the story:

BOMBER 1 reel

The manufacture of a famous plane, and a demonstration of its great

speed and power in combat.

TANKS 1 reel

Another production film shows the processes of putting a tank to-

gether and emphasizes the uses to which they will be put.

Britain offers a number of the same type of films which comple-
ment the existing American films with such pictures as:

MOBILE ENGINEERS 1 reel

This shows a flying squad of highly skilled shock workers who go
from factory to factory to help speed up production and train new
workers.

NO ACCIDENTS 1 reel

The many common causes of accidents, the fact that nearly a fourth

of British workers have accidents of some sort each year, are the main
themes of this film. It attempts to show how many accidents may
be prevented, and makes the very important point that every man
laid up by an industrial accident is a victory for Hitler.

NOTE: See under Great Britain for source of the above films.

TOTAL WAR MEANS MAINTAINING THE HEALTH AND
PHYSICAL VIGOR OF THE NATION

When the first American boys were called up by the draft, the

country awoke with a rude shock to the fact that a large percentage
of its young people were under par physically. One of the prin-

cipal causes of physical disqualifications revealed was deficient nu-

trition. Fantastic as it seemed that the country with an abundance of

practically every kind of food could have so many of its youths

ill-nourished, it was nevertheless true. Some of this ill-nourishment

and bad health was due to lack of knowledge and care. Much of

it was due to poverty. The war makes it clear that the people of the

nation must be at top vigor if they are to assume the many difficult
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tasks and withstand the strain of wartime successfully. Conse-

quently, much is now being done to educate the people on the sub-

ject of health and to help them understand its importance to the

national safety. There are many sources of health films, among
them the governments of the various countries, drug manufacturers,

life insurance companies, and food distributors. Some of the better

nutrition films are:

EATING AT WORK 1 reel

Canteens in war industries provide well-balanced, pleasant, hot meals

for workers on the job, cut down expense and work in the home and

relieve overworked housewives. British Information Services.

THE MODEST MIRACLE 1 reel

A picture on the story of the discovery of and value of Vitamin B
Produced for Standard Brands.

AMERICA LEARNS TO FLY 1 reel

This is really a pep talk on the importance of good health to achieve-

ment, with emphasis on the value of milk. But it is a popular and

useful film. Produced for the National Dairy Council, Chicago,
Illinois.

MAKING ENDS MEET 1 reel color

This is most highly recommended by teachers and nutritionists. It

discusses what foods are important and contains valuable information

on how to buy them. Made by the St. Louis Dairy Council.

FOR CHILDREN ONLY 1 reel

In England all foods are rationed, and many are not even obtainable.

For a while this threatened a vitamin deficiency among young children,

until the government arranged to provide free to every child under

five in Britain a monthly ration of Vitamin C foods. British Infor-

mation Services.

AND SO THEY LIVE 3 reels

This film is a record of the conditions and causes of malnutrition in

a depressed area of the United States. It is a very graphic and mov-

ing account which ties up the conditions portrayed with education.

The Children Must Learn is a similar film on the same subject. N. Y.

University Film Library.

Food is also an offensive weapon of war. The best film to date

describing its use by the enemy as well as the forces of democracy
is:
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FOOD, WEAPON OF CONQUEST 2 reels

This is a political treatment of the importance of food supply to the

warring nations; the ways in which starvation is used by the enemy
to weaken the conquered countries; his efforts to cut off the supplies
to the democracies. It is one of the World in Action series released

by United Artists theatrically in the United States.

Other aspects of the health of the nation in waritime include films

on tuberculosis, venereal disease, industrial diseases.

LET MY PEOPLE LIVE 2 reels

Deals with the economic conditions that cause a high incidence of

tuberculosis among Negroes, and tells of some of the work that is

being done to overcome it. Available through the National Tuber-
culosis Association New York.

BEHIND THE SHADOWS 1 reel

A lecture film on the causes and diagnosis of tuberculosis, intended

primarily for showing to high school students. National Tuberculosis

Association New York.

MEN AND DUST 2 reels

Silicosis has been one of the most dread of all occupational diseases.

This is a highly dramatic description! of one of the most seriously
afflicted areas, and a condemnation of the conditions which permit it.

Brandon Flms, Inc.

THREE COUNTIES AGAINST? SYPHILIS 3 reels

A film intended to teach field workers in the campaign against ven-

ereal disease, methods of public education, and the use of trailer clinics

in little populated areas. Produced by the U. S. Public Health Service.

A vital need in the effort of the nation to maintain and improve
the health of its people in wartime is the need for more trained health

workers and volunteers. Films which may help both in training and

in dramatizing the need are:

NURSING 1 reel

A vocation training film produced by Vocational Films, Des Moines,

Iowa.

WHITE BATTLE FRONT 1 reel

The health front in. the laboratory and in the field. The medical

sciences are made available to fighting forces through the Red Cross,
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the Medical Corps, and instruction to the men in arms. British In-

formation Services.

BATTLE OF BRAINS 2 reels

Canadian film showing the relationship between the worker in the

laboratory and success on the battle fronts. National Film Board

of Canada.

HELP WANTED 1 reel

A first aid film showing approved Red Cross methods of dealing with

bleeding, burns, artificial respiration, etc. This picture is first class,

approved by the OCD. Made by Johnson and Johnson Company,
New Brunswick, N. J.

TOTAL WAR MEANS FULL MOBILIZATION OF WOMEN
AS WELL AS MEN

It is clear enough now that if we are to create an army strong

enough to break the Axis we must not only recruit millions of men
into the fighting forces but also millions of women to work at the

benches, in the laboratories, in classrooms and offices that the men
have to leave. From six to ten people are needed on the production
front to keep every man under arms supplied with clothes, food, and

armaments. Many of these people will be women. In the United

States general mobilization of women for industry and the armed

services is just beginning. It is necessary to turn to countries which

have been longer in the war for films which tell their story.

CALL FOR VOLUNTEERS 1 reel

The organization and work of women in Winnipeg in setting up com-

munity volunteer work centers for such diverse activities as scrap

collection, money raising for mobile canteens, entertainment for the

men in camp. National Film Board of Canada.

ONE HUNDRED MILLION WOMEN 1 reel

All the women of Russia are in the war. This is a survey of some
of the jobs they are doing, from running subway trains and steam

shovels, to nursing, farming and looking after the health and educa-

tion of children.

JANE BROWN CHANGES HER JOB 1 reel

Jane Brown is a secretary and one day she decides that she should be

doing more vital war work. She goes to a training center where she

is paid while she learns her new trade. She successfully completes the
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course, gets her job in an aircraft assembly plant, and becomes a pro-

ducing member of Britain's industrial army. British Information Ser-

vices.

ATS 1 reel

A film of one of the several military services for women in England.
It most closely resembles our WAACS. You get a good idea of the

discipline and rigors of the job. British Information Services.

WOMEN AT WAR 1 reel

A survey of the many jobs women are doing in wartime Britain, intro-

duced by Ambassador Winant and spoken by an American journalist

in London. Very useful for showing the variety of opportunities open
to women. British Information Services.

Both Britain and Canada have others to add to the list above

which would be especially useful to women's organizations. United

States industries are also providing useful films for women's organ-
izations such as:

A GIFT FOR THE GENERAL 3 reels

On the ways a housewife can conserve materials used in housekeeping
and the connection between her conservation and the production of

war goods is made very clear. Pepperell Manufacturing Company.

WHAT SHALL I WEAR? 2 reels

Good film on selection of clothing for a family in about the $3000-

$4000 income range. Household Finance Corporation.

Many other such films are being produced all the time by the

large industries in food, household supplies, insurance.

TOTAL WAR MEANS THE CARE AND PROTECTION OF
CHILDREN

It is not far-fetched to say that we are fighting this war for our

children since we are fighting for the future. That being the case

a most important item on the agenda of our total war effort is the

welfare of our children. The needs of children are not new in war-

time, they are simply intensified. Consequently a number of films

about child welfare which were made without any special reference to

war continue to be extremely useful:
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A PLACE TO LIVE 3 reels

A dramatic plea for slum clearance built around the feeling of a small

boy and his mother toward the tenement in which they have to live.

Would be valuable in a discussion of housing in crowded defense areas.

Distributed by Brandon Films.

THE CHILDREN NEXT DOOR 2 reels

A dramatized case history of some children in a family which is broken

by illness and unemployment, showing how social work is carried on
in the field of child welfare. Distributed by the Child Welfare League
of America.

ONE TENTH OF OUR NATION 3 reels

A portrait of Negro education in the South from one room school

houses to modern universities, designed as a plea for extension of wider

educational facilities to Negroes. American Film Center.

A CHILD WENT FORTH 2 reels

A film on a nursery camp for children from 2 to 7 years of age.
Shows the children in games, work and daily routine designed to cul-

tivate self-reliance and cooperative social behavior. The film, though
made before the United States was involved in the war, suggests such
institutions as a solution to the problem of caring for the children

of women in defense work. New York University Film Library.

To date there have been no United States Government information

films on children with reference to the special problems raised or

emphasized by war situations such as delinquency, insecurity, new
educational needs. The British with a longer and more bitter history
have turned their attention to such films:

VILLAGE SCHOOL 1 reel

An account of her work and problems by the teacher of a small

village school which has had to expand and adjust to meet the needs

of city children evacuated from bombed areas. Would be useful for

a discussion of educational needs in defense areas.

LIVING WITH STRANGERS 2 reels

The difficulties involved in evacuating mothers and children from the

cities; loneliness and other problems of adjustment to new environ-
ment and coping with disturbed children who have seen too much
destruction and catastrophe.

FIVE AND UNDER 2 reels

What happens to the very little children for whom no schools are

provided, when their mothers are drawn into war jobs. It is a plea
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for properly run and numerous nursery schools in every town and

city.

SOVIET SCHOOL CHILD 3 reels

This is a summary of the whole educational system, in the U.S.S.R.

from nursery school to choosing a vocation. Its emphasis is the im-

portance of trained and healthy children to the future of the country.

NOTE: See under Great Britain for source of above films.

TOTAL WAR MEANS INTENSIFIED AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTION AND KEEPING THE FIGHTING

FORCES AND ALLIES SUPPLIED

America has a generous supply of films on her peacetime agricul-

tural problem. The Department of Agriculture and the Office of War
Information are the sources for these films. Even though many of

them are not up to date they are valuable to an understanding of

agricultural and food supply problems. Especially interesting are:

POWER AND THE LAND 3 reels

The farmer's need for electric power on his farm and how the govern-
ment through the Rural Electrification Administration provides it to

millions of farm homes.

HENRY BROWNE, FARMER 1 reel

The first government film on the Negro's contribution to the war

effort, this was made by the Department of Agriculture to show what

Negro farmers are doing to increase production of food for freedom.

The film shows how each member of the family does his share either

on the farm front or in the armed services. Distributed by Depart-
ment of Agriculture and the Office of War Information.

PLOWS, PLANES AND PEACE 2 reels

The film portrays the activities of farmers in providing abundant food

supplies to meet the requirements of war.

THE RIVER 3 reels

One of the most famous of all American documentaries a poetic film

essay on the exploitation of the farm lands of the Mississippi River

valleys and the resulting erosion and poverty of land and people. A
good film to see again and be reminded of the importance of taking
care of the land.
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THE LAND 5 reels

The same general theme of exploitation and impoverishment of the

land as in The River but with more attention to the machines of

modern agriculture and the potential richness and strength of American
soil properly managed.

ATLANTIC PATROL 1 reel

The deep-laden convoys steaming endlessly out of Canada's Eastern

ports with their cargoes of food and munitions for the Allies. Tells

of the dangers and the bravery of the men who man the merchant

ships and see the supplies safely to the battle fronts on the other side.

National Film Board of Canada.

BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC 2 reels

In human terms a film story of the crucial battle for control of the

Atlantic convoy lanes and the constant fight against U-boat and plane.

National Film Board of Canada.

TOTAL WAR MEANS KNOWING WHAT WE ARE
FIGHTING FOR

There are two ways of approaching the question of what we are

fighting for; one is to talk about what we fight against and the other

to dramatize the peace aims. The truth of the matter is that films

are a fairly accurate reflection of the thinking of the country in

which they are made; accordingly the supply of films which expose
the evils of the enemy we must destroy are much more plentiful than

films that state clearly the war aims.

To see what we are fighting against some films about the growth
of Nazi power before the actual outbreak of a world conflagration

are today prophetically revealing:

SPANISH EARTH 6 reels

A documentary record of the Civil War in Spain as seen by the Loy-
alists. The first full length anti-fascist documentary film and one

of the most important. Brandon Films.

CRISIS 4 reels

A record of one of the most shameful moments in history Munich
and the days when the democratic Czecho-Slovak people because of

the terrorism and threats of the Nazis were abandoned by their Allies.

Like Spanish Earth this film is a prediction of what we are in the

midst of today. Brandon Films.
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THIS IS BLITZ 2 reels

And this is a portrait of Nazi blitz warfare, made largely from news-

reel film confiscated from the Germans. It is a document which will

shock any audience that thinks it is going to be an easy matter to

beat the Germans. The film has not yet been released for non-

theatrical use and is distributed) in theaters by United Artists.

MOSCOW STRIKES BACK 6 reels

Front-line newsreel coverage of the recapture by Russian armies of

towns and villages occupied by the Germans in their attempt to take

Moscow. This film leaves nothing to the imagination regarding the

brutal and barbaric tactics of German warfare and reveals the will of

the Russians to drive them from their land. Brandon Films.

In production at the time of writing are films by the United

States Army Signal Corps and also by the Office of War Information

which will develop more fully the causes of the war and its meanings

specifically to the American people.

As to films on the peace aims of the United Nations the propa-

ganda agencies of the various governments have apparently not yet
felt that the time was ripe to enunciate them. This is a matter which

can be altered only if the people of the nation exert enough pressure

on their government to produce them. It is a matter for debate and

democratic action. In the opinion of this writer it is a matter of

vital importance.

THE CITY 3 reels

A peacetime film which ranks among the most popular of documentary
films, this picture would be useful for a discussion of post-war planning
with particular reference to housing and city planning. It is a very

beautifully made film with wide audience appeal. It discusses the

evils and inconveniences arising out of the unplanned industrial and

commercial cities of today and makes a plea for a community in the

future which allows for a decent, healthy life for all.



CHAPTER II

What Jobs Films Can Do

Does it seem that films could help in the war work and war

study that you are planning? If the answer is yes, and this is your
first experience with showing 16 mm. motion pictures, these notes

should help you through some of the difficulties and dangers of

planning and putting over a series of film programs.

The starting point is, of course, the plan. Don't use films just

because you can't think of anything else to do. On the other hand,

some of the most logical spots where a film might do a job are often

overlooked. Here are some generalizations which may be a helpful

guide as to when to show film.

For Instruction If you are engaged in teaching specific processes

such as first aid techniques, or how to use a lathe, or the organization

of an air raid center, films can be a real help. Don't make the mis-

take of relying upon films to do the entire job of instruction. They
can't. Part of the learning process includes actual manipulation
of materials and practice, and there is no way in which films can

fulfill this need. But when supplemented by introductory reading

or lecture, and followed by practice, the film can be an invaluable

teaching aid.

Introduction A second application of the film is to the job of

introduction, stimulation, and provocation. In this category are

films of reference in fields such as public health, social services, civil

liberties, post-war planning. Here the film often presents a point of

view or a special body of factual information supported by a par-

ticular group of society. For example, a film by a government

agency concerning, let us say, free school lunches might be used in

half a dozen ways: to discuss government nutrition policies, to lead

to a discussion of local nutrition problems, to introduce the subject

of rationing and its relation to nutrition, to provoke discussion of the

farmer's role in the war, or to examine price controls.

41
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Field Trip Thirdly, films are an excellent substitute for field

trips. Many of the subjects which will come under examination dur-

ing the coming months involve a knowledge of conditions, places,

ways of living, which very few individuals have had the opportunity
to experience at first hand. We are told that a fundamental of morale

is an understanding and appreciation of the people who are our

Allies. Yet how many of us have had an opportunity to visit China

or Australia or Russia or India or South America or even our neigh-
bors Mexico and Canada? Here is a place where the film, and only
the film, can bridge the gap in our experience. To show how people

live, how they talk, think, play, work, to create a sense of fellow-

ship and understanding between widely diverse groups, is a principal

duty of such pictures. As already noted in Chapter I, there are

enormous collections of films made and distributed for just this pur-

pose. As it happens, the bulk of them to date come from English-

speaking countries where the surface differences are not so great as,

say, between the citizens of Des Moines and Samarkand. Neverthe-

less a sizeable collection of films that; can help toward this objective

is accumulating. But there are other field trip potentialities in film

besides international travel. They can bring the farmer to the worker,
the city dweller to the village, the scientist to the layman, govern-
ment to the governed. For a united effort, mutual understanding
is imperative. Here the film has only begun to do its job.

Persuasion or Morale Building. Morale is another duty of the

film. It can be used to stimulate bond sales, encourage salvage, scotch

rumors, instruct the public in the specific procedures in rationing

and administration of price ceilings, explain the necessary adjust-

ments of production to the war. In general it can help the indi-

vidual to see the underlying meaning of organization and adjust-

ment for which his cooperation is necessary.

Information and Exhortation. The film is a powerful medium
of expression and feeling, and it is from, not in spite of, this fact

that it derives its power of information. I think most of us are

agreed by this time that people usually learn best and fastest those

things that they want to learn, and those things that they are emo-

tionally prepared for. This is a factor in the learning process which
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the conscious propagandist can use with profit, and both our side

and the Axis have recognized this fact and taken advantage of it.

On the other hand, films can tell the story of day to day events

on the various fighting fronts and help us to understand the pro-

gress, the set-backs, the play-by-play moves. This is one kind of

information. Another is information plus exhortation. It tells you
what the play-by-play moves are, and it tells you their meaning. It

uses every device it knows to seize your attention and hold it. It

not only points out that so-and-so many U-boats have sunk so-and-

so many tankers off the Atlantic coast in a given week, it also shows

you the connection between U-boats, tankers, gas rationing, and the

battle for the Caucasus. It tries to make you understand the whole-

ness of the world, the globalness of the war. It employs film not

only to make records or take measurements, but to project ideas,

instil faith and get action. Such films will increase in number as

the war continues. For the present they emanate from countries

that have been at war longer than we, and which have concluded

that this is a weapon that must be used on the side of the United

Nations. It's a double-edged weapon, as anyone knows who re-

members how Hitler used his edge of it to soften the prospective vic-

tims of his assaults. These are the propaganda films of this war.

They will go under that name eventually, and they may as well

start now. Citizens of a democratic country who know what

they believe in and what their own war aims are, will find stimulus

and vision in some of these films. They should be able to spot and

reject any that try to deceive them.



CHAPTER III

The Mechanics

Behind the Shadows
When you walk up to the box office of your theatre and put down

the price of admission to a movie, you buy a great deal more than

you imagine. You buy a complicated series of services and goods that

you have probably never given much thought.
You know well enough that it isn't really Greta Garbo on the

screen, but a projected shadow of her. You know it isn't really her

voice, but the amplified vibrations of a photo-electric cell. But you
haven't been bothered to think much about the mechanics behind

those shadows. From now on, you'll have to if you are going to

run a film program.

Naturally you aren't expected to hire a theatre and go into the

show business. But you had better -face the fact that no one likes

or will tolerate for long an amateurish 16 mm. film show. And you
needn't have one. Primarily, it's a matter of planning and prepar-

ation. Here are the steps to insure a smooth running film program.
If you check against these, you can cut speculation down to a mini-

mum.

1. Find a place where you will regularly project films.

A. Check to see that it has comfortable seating capacity to hold

your audience.

B. Be sure the room is provided with adequate facilities for

darkening against either daylight or outside electric light.

C. Provide a means of ventilating the room when darkened.

Headaches are a major hazard in 16 mm. programs. Air

and proper darkening of the room are the principal prob-
lems.

D. Try to find a space long enough to allow you to project

the image over the heads of the audience, and at a distance

of at least 40 feet. The larger the image, the better the

illusion provided you use strong enough lamps the more

professional your show will appear.
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E. Check type and place of electric current outlets, and provide

adequate lead cords for projector and speaker. Be sure the

switch that turns out your lights does not also turn off the

current to the projector.

F. Arrange your seating in a curved V if you can, since side

seats close to the screen give a distorted vision.

2. Arrange for use of 16 mm. sound projector and a suitable size

screen.

A. If you do not already have access to a sound projector, you
will probably be able to rent or borrow one from one of

the following sources:

1. The Board of Education

2. Y.M.C.A. or Y.W.C.A.

3. Public Library
4. A film or photo shop
5. The Rotary or some other service club

6. Hospital or public health center.

7. 16 mm. film distributor, if there is one in your vicinity.

B. Make definite arrangements for use of the projector well in

advance, in order to circumvent possible conflicts with other

sources. Always confirm the date in writing.

3. Engage a competent projectionist for the date on which you

plan to show films.

A. First find out whether there is anyone in the group who
is experienced in operating a 16 mm. sound projector. If

people volunteer, don't take their word for it, but insist

upon having a demonstration of their competence. Your

whole performance can fail if a nervous or inexperienced

person is running the machine.

B. The best alternative to finding a member from your discus-

sion group who is capable of operating the machine is to

learn to do it yourself. You need two or three hours with

a competent professional, and don't let a salesman tell you

you can learn to run it in 1 5 minutes. There are half a dozen

little things that can happen which you will only learn

from a few hours' intensive training.
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C. If you are hopelessly inept in matters mechanical, don't even

try. Hire a professional projectionist.

4. Book films for your program well in advance. Insist that the

agencies from which you secure the films confirm all dates with

you in writing.

5. Set up equipment for a show at least one hour before your audi-

ence is scheduled to arrive. Have the film threaded on the pro-

jector and focused on the screen so that you will not have to

spend the first three minutes of the actual showing in adjust-

ments. Check your lamps, speaker, frame.

6. You will often find it desirable to run the film for the discussion

leader, or for your own study, in advance of showing it to the

audience. When this is the case, allow even more time before

your performance.

7. If you own, or are in charge of, the projector you use, see that

it is properly oiled according to the instructions provided, at

least after every four hours of running time. The easiest way
to keep track of this is to paste a time schedule in the projector

case, and note each use and oiling. This will also serve to fore-

warn you when lamps are about to be exhausted.

8. Even though your lamps are brand new, always keep an extra

one on hand with the projector; and it's a good idea to have a

supply of fuses both for the projector and for the building fuse

box in case of trouble.

9. Do not project on a wall or other improvised surface. Unless

films can be clearly seen, they had better not be seen at all. There

are a number of standard types of screens. The size you will

use depends upon the length of your throw. The same sources

that provide you with a projector will,, as a rule, be able to pro-

vide a screen. Don't use a screen that is much larger than the

image you can project. The white around the edges will take

away from the sharpness of the image and reduce the effective-

ness of the projection.

10. Acoustics are hard to deal with if you use a room which is not

regularly devoted to projection. It will probably have no floor
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covering, and you will find there is a good deal of reverberation

and echo. This will be somewhat absorbed when the room is

filled with people. The only other precaution you can take is

to use two speakers placed in the two front corners of the room.

If you have a really large space, this is often necessary. Consult

a professional projectionist on this matter if you are disturbed

about your sound reproduction.

11. Unless you have absolutely no other choice, do not use a silent

machine. There is a very limited supply of worthwhile films to

be run on a silent machine, and YOU CAN NOT RUN SOUND FILM

ON A SILENT MACHINE. There are sprockets on both sides of the

drive wheels of the silent machine. The sound track on sound

film runs along the left hand side of the film. If you thread

it on a silent machine, you will punch sprocket holes all through
the sound track and destroy it. On the other hand, if you have

a sound projector, you can properly and safely run silent film

on it.

REMEMBER it costs only a few dollars to rent a film, but while

the film is in your possession, you are liable for any damage that

occurs to it.

12. Most distributors prefer to have you return the film without re-

winding it. This is because they always inspect it when it is

returned to them and they can do this while rewinding. If you
should break or tear the film, do not try to fix it yourself. Dis-

tributors prefer to make their own repairs, and if they are serious

you will get a bill.



CHAPTER IV

Making Films Work

You have the right film, the mechanics for showing it, and the

audience to see it. All that remains is to make it work.

How do you keep them from looking at the film, then getting up
and filing out of the room with an "I saw it, so what!" expression

on their faces?

You showed the film because you wanted to produce a certain

effect. You may have wanted to show why it's important to con-

serve rubber, or how to maintain production, or to explain some of

the deeper meanings of the war, or to let them see that the Chinese

are people. But how will you ever know what effect you caused if

there is no response, no action as a result of the showing?
Movie going is a very passive business. As a matter of fact, the

movie industry has made such a fine art of dream manufacturing
that most of us regard it, consciously or not, as a kind of easy way
of dreaming without shutting our eyes. Real dreams have an un-

pleasant way of not turning out right, or breaking off in their sweet-

est interludes. But manufactured dreams never fail you. As a

student remarked to me last year, "They are so slick you don't even

have to follow them. They just sort of wash you along and what-

ever it is that goes with them, it's not your mind." If you are

showing films to help win the war in your community, you will

want their "minds to go along." There are several ways of insuring

it.

First, find a few specialists on the subject of the evening, and

make sure they come to the meeting prepared to talk. In your own

community there will almost certainly be someone who has the

specialized knowledge to stimulate discussion on almost any subject

you choose. Sometimes they will be people you are the least likely

to think of as the round-table type. Suppose, for the sake of argu-

ment, you are talking on the subject of rubber conservation. A gar-

age mechanic or a factory foreman might contribute more to an

evening of films than a baker's dozen theoreticians. Or suppose the

film deals with some aspect of public health or medicine. Invite

48
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the doctor or public health nurse for this one. When it's education,

ask some teachers, and maybe some students as well, not just the

principal of the school. If you're dealing with air raid precautions,

a fireman and a policeman, as well as the local civilian defense di-

rectors. When you come to food and farming, call on the County

Agent and the grocer. They don't have to be skillful talkers if you
have a small group. When it comes to a subject they know inti-

mately, they won't be able to keep quiet, and your main problem
will be keeping the lines of argument straight.

Point two. Let your audience know in advance the subject of

the coming film, and try to interest them in coming to the meeting

prepared to discuss it. Your public library will be invaluable to you
at this point. If you are able to plan your program well in advance,

ask the librarian to establish a reserve shelf for books and pamphlets
to coincide with the film program. If you have time, consult with

the librarian. Give her some idea of the kind of people in your

group, just how much time you think they can give to reading,

and what sort of material would attract them. For busy people

who are interested but have very limited time, ask her to get the

popular and comprehensive types of pamphlets that are issued by

government agencies and organizations, such as the Public Affairs

Committee, the Foreign- Policy Association, the Adult Education

Association. Librarians all over the country are increasingly aware

of the many points of contact between the documentary and educa-

tional film and the library. Call on them. They will help.

Point three. Screen the film yourself before showing it if you

possibly can.

It is important, when you are having a film discussion meeting,

to calculate for plenty of time. There are no absolute rules, of course,

but usually two or three times as much time can be spent in dis-

cussion as in the actual running time of the film. Try not to give

an audience more than an hour of film if there is to be discussion

to follow.

With very large and heterogeneous audiences which have no ap-

parent common interests, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to

have discussions. In these instances, and there are many, particu-

larly in the larger cities where people have less time for community
activities, programs must be planned on an entirely different basis.
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A well-balanced program, as any theatre manager will tell you, like

a well-balanced meal, is the secret of pleasing and keeping an au-

dience on the qm vive. The optimum length seems to be about

80 minutes. Since the majority of films are shorts, running from 5

to 25 minutes, and the audience fatigues more rapidly than in seeing

one continuous story film, it's best not to overload the program.

But, in addition to being balanced, brief, and lively, the program
has got to have point. All the burden of making a program like

this falls on the planner. The program cited in Chapter V, pre-

sented by the Philadelphia Museum, is an example of the possibilities.

Take all the precautions, and plan as carefully as you know how,
there are bound to be times when the films will flop. You can

take comfort from the fact that even the most experienced showmen

on Broadway don't always please the public.



CHAPTER V

Film Information and
Distribution Agencies

On the assumption that the foregoing interests you in using films

as a weapon to fight the war, the following pages are devoted to

sources of information on films, distributors, and methods of using

them. There are hundreds of possible sources of guidance and in-

formation on film programs. Included here, for your information,

are sketches of the work and resources of a representative group of

the agencies in this field:

INFORMATION

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, 1201 Taft Building,

1680 N. Vine St., Hollywood, Cal. The purposes of the Academy are to

advance the arts and sciences of motion pictures, to recognize outstanding
achievements by conferring annual Awards of Merit, to conduct cooperative

technical research, to provide a forum and common meeting ground for the

various branches1 and crafts, to constitute an honorary professional and social

organization of established prestige which shall be entirely prohibited from

concern with economic differences and labor disputes, to represent to the

public the viewpoint of the actual creators of motion pictures, to cooperate
in educational activities between the public and the industry.

American Council on Education, Motion Picture Project, 744 Jackson

Place, Washington, D. C. This organization is supported by funds of the

General Education Board, a Rockefeller Foundation, and has, for the past

ten years, engaged in various studies relating to the use of motion pictures

in education, both in schools and in the adult community. The organization
has a series of publications on the motion picture, some of which should be

useful to people seriously interested in this subject. Particularly recom-

mended is No. 5, Volume 4, published December, 1940, entitled "Projecting

Motion Pictures in the Classroom." While it deals primarily with the school

situation, it is full of useful information on how to handle the mechanical

side of the job. The American Council also has studies on the distribution

of 16 mm. projectors, lists of films for specific courses of study, and a vast

evaluation project on teaching films. The Council has recently published

n
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"Selected Education Motion Pictures," a book evaluating some 500 pictures

in detail, and "Focus on Learning," a report by the Director of the Com-
mittee on Motion Pictures in Education.

The American Film Center, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City. This

organization, also supported by the General Education Board, has become a

kind of clearing house of information on documentary films, and has an-

nounced its interest in assisting all discussion groups in the use of films for

educational purposes. It publishes monthly a very useful paper on current

developments in the documentary film field, "Film News" annual sub-

scription, 50 cents. This paper features articles of interest to film makers

and users, lists and supplies production data on new documentary films, as

well as information on film catalogues and current publications. In addition,

the Center's Section on Health and Medical Films has published a compre-
hensive list of health and medical films, and an evaluated list of nutrition

films, with full data on distribution and content.

The American Library Association, Chicago, Illinois. This organization
has recently published an excellent volume on the relationship between mo-
tion pictures and the public library, entitled "Educational Motion Pictures

and Libraries," by Gerald McDonald.

Educational Screen, 64 East Lake Street, Chicago, Illinois. This is the

oldest periodical in the educational film field. It is directed primarily to

high school and secondary school teachers and presents its material in de-

partments readily usable by educators. It reviews current films of interest

to schools and carries frequent articles on problems relating to the use of

films and developments in visual education.

The Museum of Modern Art Film Library, 11 West 53rd Street, New
York City, is a comprehensive library of information about the history of the

motion picture. Originally established to collect, preserve and make
available to students important films from the point of view of the

history of the medium, it has become a source of information not only
on the history of the art of the film, but on the film in its educational

role. It has an inclusive library of books, magazines and articles on the

motion picture; it issues catalogues of film notes on films in its archives;

and it rents programs or single films to bona fide non-theatrical groups.

National Board of Review of Motion Pictures.

The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures is a volunteer organ-
ization which has been devoted to the appreciation of the motion picture

as entertainment and as a cultural and educational medium since its for-

mation in 1909,
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It reviews theatrical films in advance of release and publishes infor-

mation about those selected for recommendation. Its work is extended by
means of Motion Picture Councils, Film Forums and other motion picture

study groups throughout the country. A program of junior review and

motion picture study is conducted under the 4-Star Clubs.

Within its Board of Directors is an Education Committee directing the

activities in the field of the educational film, and within the Review Com-
mittee wartime needs have necessitated a newly organized Educational Review

Committee. The Schools Motion Picture Committee, of New York City,

which issues a weekly list of theatres where the whole program is consid-

ered suitable for children of school age, is shortly to release its recommen-

dations through the National Board.

Its publications include New Movies, The National Board of Review

Magazine (a monthly), a study series: Facts and Opinions About the Motion

Picture, a List of Books on the Motion Picture, etc.

National Education Association, Department of Visual Instruction,

Washington, D. C. This is the professional association of the public school

teachers of America. Its visual instruction department has established a

clearing house of information regarding sources, values and guiding prin-

ciples in the use of materials. It has ten zonal offices which may be con-

veniently used by groups in their districts. If you wish to use this organ-
ization as a source, write to the Washington office to be referred to the

proper zonal office for your district.

New York Public Library, Fifth Avenue, New York.

Students of film history and of the literature of the film will find the

collection of the New York Public Library invaluable. It has a complete
file of trade and fan magazines since the earliest days of the film, a large
collection of stills from films of the past, scripts, and at least one review

of every film released in New York since 1900.

In addition to these national film organizations, there are many
other agencies concerned with the field to whom it is possible to turn

for assistance. The films of these collections are often special plead-

ing for causes which the organizations represent. This need not

interfere with their usefulness if it is taken into consideration when
the films are shown. Organizations of this kind include the Council

for Democracy, New York City; the National Association of Manu-

facturers, New York City; The International Council of Religious

Education, 203 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago; The Religious Film

Association, 297 Fourth Ave., New York City; health and welfare
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associations, big industries, such as steel, automobiles, oil, food

distributors, and life insurance companies. There are many such

agencies, about which it is impossible to give complete data. How-
ever, a good guiding principle is to assume that in any field where

there is a large group of interested persons, there will be at least

one national organization through which information can be secured

concerning the films that represent their point of view.

FILM DISTRIBUTORS

Universities and Boards of Education

Of longest standing in visual education is the work of schools

and universities. Since the early 1920's, most educational institu-

tions have been aware of the possibilities of film, and have, depending

upon the degree of imagination of their administrators and the

amount of financial support they have been able to secure, slowly
built visual libraries for the school systems. It is the common pattern
of these libraries to have become a part of extension divisions in large

universities. In all cases, these educational film libraries can be used

by schools and bona fide educational organizations within the State,

and in many cases there are no limitations. As a rule, university ex-

tension divisions rent films for little more than it costs to service

them. Of course it must be remembered that they have been built

around the curricular needs of the educational system, and not pri-

marily for community or adult educational purposes. Nevertheless

you will find among their collections many useful films. Wherever

your group is, one of your first moves should be to contact the

university in your state or city for information about their visual

education work. If you should find that you are in a state where

there is no visual education library, write to some of the neighboring
states until you locate one.

Boards of Education of the large city school system have also

interested themselves in films. Here again the controlling consider-

ations have been two: financial support, and curricular needs. It is

too much to hope that these sources will have programs perfectly

suited to your interests, but their assistance should be sought, espe-

cially as they wilj be able to provide guidance and perhaps even ma-
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terial assistance, such as the loan of projectors or projectionists or

space.

The following is a representative list of film services operated by
universities:

Extension Service, University of Alaska, College, Alaska.

Extension Division, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

Extension Division, University of California, Berkeley, California (serves

northern California) ; Extension Division, University of California,

815 South Hill Street, Los Angeles, California (serves southern Cali-

fornia).

Bureau of Visual Instruction, University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado.

Department of Visual Instruction, General Extension Division, University

of Florida, Gainesville, Florida.

Division of General Extension, University System of Georgia, 224 Walton

Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia.
Extension Service, College of Agriculture, University of Idaho, Boise, Idaho.

Visual Aids Service, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

Bureau of Visual Instruction, Extension Division, Indiana University, Bloom-

ington, Indiana.

Visual Instruction Service, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.

Educational Film Library, New York University, Washington Square, New
York City, N. Y.

Bureau of Visual Instruction, University Extension Division, University of

Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas.

Department of Visual Aids, University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.
Extension Service, College of Agriculture, Amherst, Massachusetts.

Extension Service, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan; State

Extension Service, Michigan State College, East Lansing, Michigan.
Montana State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Bozeman, Mon-

tana.

University Extension Division, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska.

Extension Service, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hamp-
shire.

New Jersey State Museum, State House Annex, Trenton, New Jersey.

Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Bureau of Visual Instruction, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,

North Carolina.

Department of Information, North Dakota Agricultural College, Fargo,
North Dakota.

Department of Visual Instruction, Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis,

Oregon.
Extension Service, Oklahoma A. and M. College, Stillwater, Oklahoma.
Extension Service, University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico.

Extension Division, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota.
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Extension Service, South Dakota State College of Agriculture, Brookings,
South Dakota.

Division of University Extension, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Ten-

nessee.

Visual Instruction Bureau, University of Texas, Austin, Texas.

Extension Service, A. & M. College of Texas, College Station, Texas.

Robert Hull Fleming Museum, University of Vermont, Burlington, Ver-

mont.

Extension Service, State College of Washington, Pullman, Washington.

Department of Visual Instruction, Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis,

Oregon.
The Library, University of West Virginia, Morgantown, West Virginia.

Bureau of Visual Instruction, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

MUSEUMS
It will be found that many of the large specialized museums also

have film divisions. At first glance this may seem a far cry from

the needs of a group discussing war problems, but it is not as remote

as it seems. American Museum of Natural History has a large library

of films of geographical interest.

Museum of Modern Art, 11 West 53rd Street, New York City. See

under Information this chapter.

The Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, Pa. In the past years
The Philadelphia Museum of Art has presented documentary and factual

motion picture programs which are adaptable to use by large audiences any-
where in the world. Last year's program was called "Re-discovering
America," and it included films of the regions, people and life of the Western

Hemisphere. This year this museum is presenting a new program of 16 mm.
films surveying the causes and the meanings of the war for Americans.

The following is a copy of the program planned under the direction

of Mr. E. M. Benson, Chief of the Division of Education, Philadelphia Mu-
seum, in collaboration with the National Board of Review of Motion Pic-

tures, Inc.
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OUR FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
A VICTORY FILM PROGRAM THAT DESCRIBES WHAT
THE UNITED NATIONS ARE DOING TO WIN THE

Free Film Showings at the Art Museum on Saturdays and Sundays,

at 2:00 and 3:30 P.M., Nov. 28, 1942, through

May 23, 1943

PROGRAM SUBJECTS:
PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION EUROPE IN REVOLT
FOOD AND FARMS CHINA AND THE PACIFIC AREA
CHILDREN AND WOMEN IN WAR THE MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA

HEALTH AND SCIENCE IN RUSSIA

WARTIME GREAT BRITAIN AND CANADA
THE INDUSTRIAL FRONT THE UNITED STATES OF

TRANSPORT & COMMUNICATIONS AMERICA
WAR INFORMATION

Presented by the Prime, Hinchman, Cramp-Vaux and Rebmann Funds

The swift moving events of a world at war make it almost impossible
to select films far in advance of their actual use which will continue, in

every case, to remain timely and newsworthy. For this reason we reserve
the right, in the interest of our audience, to make occasional substitutions,
either because new films are issued which are superior to those available

to us when this program was organized, or because of their value as front-

page news.

The symbols in italics refer to the primary sources of films used in

this program. The key to these symbols will be found at the end of the

Program.
As a war measure, everyone attending OUR FIGHT FOR FREEDOM

film showings is required to make a minimum purchase of a ten-cent war
savings stamp.

PROTECTION AND CONSERVATION
PROGRAM 1 - NOVEMBER 28-29, 1942

THE WARNING: An air raid from themselves in a gas attack, bra
first warning to rescue and clean- SHOCK TROOPS FOR DEFENSE:
up work with an explanation of the Stresses the need for volunteers
duties of the various defense units. for a nationwide auxiliary fire

bra corps and outlines the nature of
WHAT TO DO IN A GAS ATTACK: training, bra
What civilians can do to protect
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PROGRAM 2 - DECEMBER 5-6, 1942

A FEW OUNCES A DAY: That sal-

vage can go a long way toward
offsetting sunken convoy ships is

shown in this ingenious all-dia-

gram British film, bis

IT'S UP TO US: Wartime essentials

of car conservation; how to save

gas, oil, and rubber, gm

GARDEN FOR VICTORY: Why
home-grown food helps in the na-

tional emergency and how to pre-

pare, plant and care for your vic-

tory garden. Ira
SCRAP FOR VICTORY: What every
person can do for the nationwide

salvage campaign, bra

FOOD AND FARMS
PROGRAM 3 - DECEMBER 12-13, 1942

FOR HEALTH AND HAPPINESS:
The relation of good nutrition to

good health, usda
EATING AT WORK: British factory

feeding in war time, bis

HOME ON THE RANGE: A tribute
to the men of the western ranges
who are contributing so much to

the war effqrt. owi

HENRY BROWNE, FARMER: The
job that is being done by the
American Negro farmer to pro-
duce essential foodstuff for a world
at war. usda

DEMOCRACY IN ACTION: How
American farmers are helping to

produce more of the foods needed
in the war program, owi

CHILDREN AND WOMEN IN WAR
PROGRAM 4 - DECEMBER 19-20, 1942

FIVE AND UNDER: What the Brit-

ish are doing to solve the problem
of caring for small children in

nursery schools while mothers are
working in war factories, bis

CHILDREN FROM OVERSEAS : Can-
ada cares for and educates evacu-
ated British children, ca

A CHILD WENT FORTH: The in-

telligent organization of an Amer-
ican nursery school suggests what

might be done to care for the chil-

dren of war workers, or for evac-

uated city children, if this be-

comes necessary, bra
CHILDREN AT WAR: The organ-

ized steps taken by the Russians
to care for and protect children in

wartime; the high morale of these
children and stirring anecdotes of

their fight against fascism, bra

PROGRAM 5 - DECEMBER 26-27, 1942

WOMEN ARE WARRIORS: Sum-
mary of war tasks performed by
the women of the United Nations.
ca

WOMEN AT WAR: The many jobs
that women are doing in wartime
Britain; introduced by Ambassa-
dor Winant with commentary by
an American woman in London.

bis

JANE BROWN CHANGES HER
JOB: A typical British clerical

worker is trained to do a job as
an aircraft assembler, bis

SOVIET WOMEN AT WAR: Russian
women replacing men on tractors,

street-cars, as welders, mechanics
and as nurses at the front, bra
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HEALTH AND SCIENCE IN WARTIME
PROGRAM 6 - JANUARY 2-3, 1943

HEALTH IN WAR: The shift from

peacetime to wartime organization
of Britain's medical and public
health services. Ms

WARTIME FACTORY: The impor-
tance of the health and well-being
of Britain's factory workers and
well-being of Britain's factory
workers in wartime. Ms

BATTLE OF BRAINS: Illustrates

the value of scientific research in

modern mechanized warfare, ca
WHITE BATTLEFRONT: The role

of the Red Cross and Royal Army
Medical Corps in treating Britain's

war casualties. Ms
FRONT LINE HOSPITAL: Russia's

method of bringing first aid di-

rectly to her war casualties on the

fighting fronts, bra

THE INDUSTRIAL FRONT
PROGRAM 7 - JANUARY 9-10, 1943

TRANSFER OF SKILL: British

craftsmen adapting their talents

to wartime needs. Ms
STRATEGY OF METALS: Canada's

metallic resources and their im-

portance to the war program, ca

STEEL FOR VICTORY: The produc-
tion of armour, naval vessels, and
other necessary tools of war. ttss

TANKS: The mass production of

M-3 medium tanks at the Chrysler
arsenal in Detroit and at Fort
Knox. Narration by Orson Welles.
owi

SOLDIERS WITHOUT UNIFORM:
The men of Australia's war indus-

tries who are pledged to "work
for their lives" in support of their

front line fighters, bra

PROGRAM 8 - JANUARY 16-17, 1943

the merits of the Aircobra and me-
thods of mass production. ba

THE ARM BEHIND THE ARMY:
Labor's stake in the war effort.

owi

FIGHTING SHIPS: Explains that

the front line in this war extends
to the workers in the steel mills

and the shipyards, ca
CANNONS ON WINGS: Describes

TRANSPORT AND COMMUNICATIONS
PROGRAM 9 - JANUARY 23-24, 1943

THE NAVY DOES THE JOB: The
British Navy's work in convoy
protection and in the transporta-
tion of troops. Ms

OUR EMPIRE IS THE AIR: The
bomber ferry-service and its im-

portance in winning a global war.
bra

MEN AND THE SEA: Dedicated to

the American merchant seamen,
this film describes the training
and the heroic achievements of the
men who man our cargo ships.
ow\

THE ARMY LAYS THE RAILS: The
British Army Corps in charge of

railroads and transportation their

work at home and on foreign war
fronts. Ms

WINGED MESSENGERS: The use
of pigeons for emergency commun-
ications by the British armed ser-

vices. Ms
LAKE CARRIER: The part played
by lake freighters on inland wa-
terways carrying iron ore to the
steel mills of the midwest. Nar-
ration by Frederic March, owi
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PROGRAM 10 - JANUARY 30-31, 1943
TROOP TRAIN: The complex trans- seamen in submarine infested wa-
portation problem of moving large ters and their task of keeping
numbers of troops, owl open the lifelines of war. bis

FOOD CONVOY: The work of British ANCHORS AWEIGH: Conrad Thi-

destroyers on convoy duty. bis bault sings the famous Navy song.
MERCHANT NAVY: The dangers owi

encountered by Britain's merchant

WAR INFORMATION
PROGRAM 11 - FEBRUARY 6-7, 1943

JAPANESE RELOCATION: The ne- weakness of Japan as a fighting

cessity of moving large numbers machine, bra
of Japanese from the west coast YELLOW CAESAR: A clever satiri-

to points inland. Narration and cal portrait of Mussolini based on
commentary by Milton Eisen- the facts of his career and the
hower. owi gap betwen him and the Italian

KNOW YOUR ENEMY JAPAN: An people, bra

analysis of the strength and

PROGRAM 12 - FEBRUARY 13-14, 1943

THE RIGHT MAN: Methods used checked before being released to

by the British Army to find the -the press. Us
right man for the right job. Ms PARATROOPS: Training of British

STREET FIGHTING: The highly de- parachute troops and their use in

veloped British Commando tech- warfare, bis

nique of attack street by street. PARTNERS IN CRIME: Warning
bis against black market operations on

AIR COMMUNIQUE: How reports of the British food front, bis

R.A.F. damage to the enemy are

PROGRAM 13 - FEBRUARY 20-21, 1943

SAFEGUARDING MILITARY IN- against themselves is forcefully ex-
FORMATION: Results of careless plained in this Warner Brothers
talk and the importance of secrecy film, owi
on the part of military personnel CAMPUS ON THE MARCH : Round-
and war workers, owi up of what the American colleges

DIVIDE AND CONQUER: The Nazi are doing to supply trained man-
technique of setting the people power to our fighting forces, owi

EUROPE IN REVOLT
PROGRAM 14 - FEBRUARY 27-28, 1943

NORWAY IN REVOLT: Norway's try continue to fight for her lib-

courageous undercover fight to re- eration. bis

gain her freedom, mt SIGN OF VICTORY: The will of the
FIGHTING FRENCH NAVY: French French people to win back their

sailors and officers who have es- country and their freedom is de-

caped from their conquered cpun- scribed in this fine film, bra
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PROGRAM 15 - MARCH 6-7, 1943
CRISIS: The tragic document of the CZECHOSLOVAKIA MARCHES ON:

betrayal and invasion of Czecho- A heartening account of the way
Slovakia. Narration by Vincent in which the heroic Czechs are be-

Sheean. bra ing trained to regain their home-
land, bra

PROGRAM 16 - MARCH 13-14, 1943
OUR FIGHTING ALLIES THE DIARY OF A POLISH AIRMAN:
CZECHS: The story of the 15,000 The story of Polish airmen in

Czechs who have brought their fighter and bomber squadrons of

skills to Britain and their contri- the R.A.F., as reconstructed from
bution to the war effort, bis the diary of a Polish pilot killed in

POLAND FOREVER : Pre-war Po- action, bis

land, invasion, and the training of ALL SLAVS UNITE! An appeal for

the armed forces of Free Poland in unity to destroy the Nazi forces;

Britain, bra commentary by leaders of the ma-
jor Slavic nations, bra

ft ft ft

CHINA AND THE PACIFIC AREA
PROGRAM 17 - MARCH 20-21, 1943

CHINA STRIKES BACK: An ilium- reconquering this territory, bra

inating record of China's famous THE MIDWAY AND CORAL SEA
guerrilla fighters and the unifica- BATTLES: Authentic record of

tion of free China to drive out the U. S.-Jap sea and air battles and
Japanese invaders, bra the burning of the Lexington, bra

HIGH STAKES: Explanation of the THE BATTLE OF THE SOLOMONS :

value of the Netherlands East In- The American occupation of

dies, particularly Java, to the Guadalcanal and the valiant fight

peace-and-war economy of the to keep this outpost in the Pacific.

United States and the necessity of bra

PROGRAM 18 - MARCH 27-28, 1943
NEW GUINEA: The Australian arm- INDIA AT WAR: What India and
ed forces cooperate with the na- her people are doing about the

tives in fighting the Japanese, bra war, in shipyards, in heavy indus-

INDIA IN CRISIS : The political and try and in the armed forces to

social backgrounds of the Indian meet the threat of Japanese inva-

question fully explained, mt sion. mt

ft ft ft

THE MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA
PROGRAM 19 - APRIL 3-4, 1943

MIDDLE EAST: An all-diagram film THE FIGHT FOR EGYPT: Action
that explains the vital strategic pictures of the United Nations'

importance of the middle-eastern drive in the desert areas, bra
war zone Libya, Egypt, Palestine, HISTORIC RECORD: Typical scenes

Iraq, Iran, bis of desert warfare in Africa, bis

RETURN OF AN EMPEROR: The LATEST COVERAGE of the Ameri-
return of Haile Selassie to Ethiopia can armed forces and other United

greeted by native guerrilla fight- Nations in North Africa and in the

ers and British armed forces who Mediterranean, owi and bra.

jnade his return possible, bis.
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RUSSIA
PROGRAM 20 - APRIL 10-11, 1943

ONE DAY IN SOVIET RUSSIA: A
full-length portrait of life in the
nation that is holding "the Nazis

on the eastern front so gallantly."
Written and narrated by Quentin
Reynolds. bra

PROGRAM 21 - APRIL 17-18, 1943

FOR FREEDOM, HONOR, COUN-
TRY: Russia's scorched earth pol-

icy in operation and the men and
machines which have helped to

destroy the Nazi myth of invinci-

bility, bra
RED ARMY: The Soviet army, navy
and air force in maneuvers and in
action, bra

A DROP OF MILK: A short story
film (excerpt from feature "This

Is the Enemy") which dramatizes
the wrath of a Polish peasant
against the Nazis, bra

UNDER SIEGE: The defense of Tula
on the road to Moscow a turning
point in the Nazi winter campaign
of 1941. bra

STOPPED AT STALINGRAD: Rus-
sia's struggle to stem the Nazi
attack on Stalingrad, bra

GREAT BRITAIN AND CANADA
PROGRAM 22 -

LISTEN TO BRITAIN: The sights
and sounds of front line Britain

today, bis

LOFOTEN RAID: An eyewitness film

of the famous British raid on the
German-held Lofoten Islands on
March 3, 1941. bis

ACK ACK: The organization and
work of British anti-aircraft gun-

APRIL 24-25, 1943

ners during an actual raid, bis

EMPIRE'S NEW ARMIES: The
British armies of today adopting
new methods of warfare based on
increased mobility and blitz tech-

niques, bis

NIGHT SHIFT: A warm human
study of Britain's women at work
in war industries, owi

PROGRAM 23 - MAY 1-2, 1943

TARGET FOR TONIGHT: The dra- story of Britain's bomber squad-
matic and complete account of an rons has come out of the war. bis,

R.A.F. attack on Germany filmed owi, bra
under fire. No finer film of the

PROGRAM 24

CANADA AT WAR: What Canada
is doing to put all its human, eco-

nomic and spiritual resources into

the task of winning the war. owi
BATTLE IS OUR BUSINESS: Can-
adian recruits in training for the

MAY 8-9, 1943

armed services and the use that is

made of this intensive training on
the fighting fronts, ca

FORWARD COMMANDOS: Canada's
invasion forces in training and in

action, ca
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THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
PROGRAM 25 - MAY 15-16, 1943

THE WORLD AT WAR: A swift

survey of the events leading up to

the second world war and the de-

cisive steps we must take to win
it. An excellently edited summary
of the war headline news of our

time, owi

THE CAISSONS GO ROLLING
ALONG: The well-known song of

the field artillery sung by Robert
Weede. owi

PROGRAM 26 - MAY 22-23, 1943

WINNING YOUR WINGS: Lieuten-

ant James Stewart of the U. S. Air

Corps explains how the U. S. Army
Air Force is being built into the

strongest and best trained air unit

in the world, owi
INTERCEPTOR COMMAND: The
aircraft warning system and how
it works. Made by the Army Air

Corps, owi
COMBAT REPORT: The intense

story of the sinking of an enemy
submarine off the Atlantic coast
and the great responsibility of

America's war workers in the pro-

duction of the weapons, boats and
planes needed to achieve such re-

sults, owi
RING OF STEEL: The tradition of

the American soldier and his con-
tribution to the development of the
nation. Commentary by Spencer
Tracy, owi.

PRICE OF VICTORY: Vice-President
Wallace explains the meaning of

freedom in a world at war and
what we must do to preserve it at

all cost. "We who fight in the

people's cause will never stop un-
til that cause is won."

HOW TO BOOK THIS MOTION PICTURE PROGRAM

Inquiries relating to OUR FIGHT FOR FREEDOM program by those who
wish to repeat this film series elsewhere, either in whole or in part, should
address their communications to Brandon Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New
York City. For information concerning individual films, or the use of these

films, refer to the nearest regional distributor, which in many cases would
be the state university, or you may write directly to the primary sources

of these films. These sources and their symbols are as folloys:

bo, Bell Aircraft Company, Buffalo,
N. Y.

Ms British Information Services,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York City

Ira Brandon Films, Inc., 1600

Broadway, New York City
ca National Film Board of Canada,

Ottawa
gm General Motors

mt March of Time (The March of

Time films used in this pro-

gram are not available for

general non-theatrical use)
owi Bureau of Motion Pictures, Of-

fice of War Information,
Washington, D. C.

uss United States Steel Corporation
usda U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Washington, D. C.
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COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTORS

There are numerous business concerns which have been built up

by distribution of non-theatrical films. Probably the many groups
who are launching for the first time into the educational use of film

will think first of these agencies. The following is a list of the prin-

cipal distributors beside the educational visual education services listed

above.

Akin & Bagshaw, Inc., 1425 Williams St., Denver, Colorado.

American Museum of Natural History, 77th St. and Central Park West,

New York City.

Bell and Howell Company, 1801-1815 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, 111.;

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City; 716 N. LaBrea Avenue, Holly-

wood, California.

Brandon Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York City.

Bray Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

Burton Holmes Films, Library Department, 7510 N. Ashland Avenue, Chi-

cago, Illinois.

Castle Films, R.C.A. Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New York City; Wrigley

Bldg., Chicago, 111.; Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

College Film Center, 59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.

Dudley Visual Education Service, 736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.; Cough-
Ian Bldg., Mankato, Minn.

Eastman Kodak Cmpany, Teaching Films Division, Rochester, N. Y.

Edited Pictures System, Inc., 330 West 42nd St., New York City.

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., 35-11 Thirty-fifth Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Films, Inc., 330 West 42nd St., New York City; 64 East Lake St., Chi-

cago, 111.; 314 S.W. Ninth Ave., Portland, Ore.

Films of Commerce Company, Inc., 21 West 46th St., New York City.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West 45th St., New York City.

Harmon Foundation, Inc., 140 Nassau Street, New York City.

Ideal Pictures Corporation, 28-34 East Eighth St., Chicago, 111.; Suite A-63,
Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.

Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc., 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City;
228 South Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

Museum of Modern Art Film Library, 11 West 53rd Street, New York City.

Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., 23 West 43rd Street, New York City.

Visual Education Service, 131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Y. M. C. A. National Council of Young Men's Christian Associations, Mo-
tion Picture Bureau, 347 Madison Ave., New York City; 19 S.. LaSalle

St., Chicago, 111.; 351 Turk St., San Francisco, Calif.
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Many film users have found that it is often possible, in dealing

with a commercial film distributor, to have all film bookings handled

through one agency. Many commercial distributors will, even though

they do not themselves own the rights to a film, arrange bookings
for you, provided there is enough business to justify this extra

service. This is an extremely valuable courtesy to the busy and inex-

perienced renter. A really cooperative commercial distributor can

save much time and energy for the novice in the field, since, as a

rule, he knows who has the rights to films, and has reciprocal agree-

ments with other distributors which make it easy for him to book

them.

GOVERNMENTS

THE UNITED STATES

There are several United States Government agencies concerned

with film production and distribution. While this fact complicates

finding and using government films, it is apparent that as the war

advances the centralization of government film work and distribution

will advance.

Office of War Information, Bureau of Motion Pictures, Washington,
D. C. This office will have jurisdiction over the domestic, civilian film

front. This is the area of principal interest to readers of this pamphlet.
Film produced and distributed by this agency will be concerned with keep-

ing the public informed about the progress of the war on the home and

foreign fronts. The films produced are to have six main points of focus:

The Issues, The Allies, The Enemy, The Battle of Production, The Home
Front, Our Fighting Forces. The work of this agency is just getting under

way; its first release The World at War.

Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, Film Division 444
Madison Avenue, New York City. The work of this agency is to develop

understanding and cooperation between the peoples of all the Americas.

They produce films about the U. S. to send to our Latin American neighbors
and bring from Latin America films which they believe will aid us to appre-
ciate and understand them. See section in Chapter I under "Who are the

Allies?" for a discussion of some of these films.

Office of Education, Federal Security Administration, Washington, D. C.

Fifty training films for machine shop work and shipbuilding have been

produced by this agency, and are distributed through Castle Films, 30
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Rockefeller Plaza, New York City (sales), and by Bell and Howell, regional
outlets (rental). See Chapter I under "Training for Defense Industries"

for a discussion of these films.

Office of Civilian Defense, Washington, D. C. Is in the process of

developing a series of training films on the protective and community ser-

vices which are listed in the O.C.D. publication A List of Films Available

for Civilian Defense Councils.

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. One of the largest film

producing agencies in the government for the past 30 years. The majority
of these films are of special interest to farmers and farm families or com-
munities only, but a limited number are concerned with policy and situ-

ations and adjustments arising out of the war.

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C. Films

on natural resources, national parks, etc. There will be no new films pro-
duced by this agency, but it has an enormous library of peace time ma-
terial, distributed through its Pittsburgh office.

War Department, Signal Corps.
A number of training films are available to civilian defense and schools,

although the majority of these films are made only for showing to mem-
bers of the armed forces. The films offered treat subjects such as Map
Reading, First Aid, Gas Masks, Identification of Aircraft, Motor Vehicle

Driving, Incendiary Bombs. The films may be borrowed or purchased. All

inquiries concerning the Signal Corps films should be addressed to Major
Charles W. Sheely, SC, DeLuxe Laboratories, 850 Fifth Avenue, New York

City.

AUSTRALIA

Australian News and Information Bureau lists a number of films

available for loan on the war effort of this nation. Inquiries should

be sent to Australian News and Information Bureau, 610 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York City.

CANADA

All Canadian films are produced and distributed through the

National Film Board, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. For comprehensive
information about Canadian films, direct inquiries to Ottawa. In

addition, all 16 mm. films from Canada which are distributed in the

United States may be previewed at the three following depositories:

New York University Film Library, 71 Washington Square, New
York City; College Film Center, 59 Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111-
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inois; Canadian Trade Commissioner, 510 6th Street, Los Angeles,

Calif. Finally, Canadian films available for United States audiences

are well distributed through the usual university and commercial

16 mm. libraries, and may be rented from them.

CHINA

The films from China have been collected, and information con-

cerning them may be secured from Chinese News Service, 1250 Sixth

Avenue, New York City. It lists both contemporary documen-

tary war films and a list of approved background films on arts, cul-

tural traditions, life in various sections of China, and the changes

being wrought by Chinese young people and children.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Here again many films have been collected and are loaned through
the official information service. The Czech films listed deal with

Hitler's conquest of the country, Czechs in exile contributing their

skills to the war efforts of their allies, Czechs in the armed forces

fighting for their country's deliverance. Films are handled through
Czechoslovak Information Service, 1790 Broadway, New York City.

GREAT BRITAIN

Films of Britain at war are distributed by British Information

Services, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City. British consulates

throughout the country also have information and depositories of

official government films, and many prints are in circulation through
education and commercial distributors.

NETHERLANDS

Netherlands Information Bureau, 10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York

City, has created a film division, and produces and distributes a num-
ber of films on Holland and the Dutch Empire, including the Dutch
East Indies and the Dutch possessions in the Carribean. There are

also several films on life and work in Holland as it was before the

occupation by the Nazis.
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NORWAY

Mr. Per Host, Royal Norwegian Airforce, 500 Fifth Avenue, New
York City, has made a collection of films on Norway before and

since the Nazi conquest. Most of the pre-war material is of a travel-

ogue nature, films on sports, scenery, and the resources of the country.
The subjects dealing with Norway since the war include a March

of Time subject on the anti-Nazi movement within the country,

some films of the German attack and of the battle of Narvik, and

of Norwegians who have escaped from the Nazis and are carrying

on the war from other shores.

POLAND

Polish Information Center, 151 East 67th Street, New York City,

distributes several films on the course of the Nazi attack on Poland,

and Poles in the R.A.F. fighting to free their country.

U. S. S. R.

All films on the Soviet Union which are distributed in 16 mm.

may be obtained from Brandon Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New
York City. 35 mm. films are handled by Artkino, 723 7th Avenue,

New York City.

INDUSTRIES

Even before the outbreak of the war most of the large industries

were film-minded. Now they have all plunged into making films

that show their importance to the war, their part in the war effort,

their services to the community, and so on. Many of them also have

training films, and films of general interest to consumers. There

must already be hundreds of such films. To borrow any industrial

films, write direct to the company in whose product you are inter-

ested. If they do not handle their own distribution, they will refer

you to the proper sources. Airplane companies, automobile, oil,

rubber, steel manufacturers, food companies, manufacturers of cot-

ton goods and machinery are particularly likely to make good ma-

terial at this time. The Y.M.C.A. makes a specialty of stocking most

of the good industrial films. Contact them for advice.
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CATALOGS

There are many special and general catalogs on the non-theatrical

film. Some of these are undoubtedly owned by the public library

at your disposal; others may be secured by writing to the addresses

which will be provided herewith:

Directory of United States Government Films published in 1939 by the

now defunct United States Film Service, Washington, D. C. This manual

is out of date now, since it does not list any films of the war period, but; if

a copy is obtainable at your library it contains useful lists of government
films as of that date, (free)

Educational Film Catalog, H. W. Wilson Company, 930 University Ave-

nue, New York City. This is a selective rather than a comprehensive

catalog, the basis for selection being the evaluations provided by a panel

of recognized educational authorities. More review material on individual

films is contained in this catalog than in the others, and it is also indexed

according to the Dewey Decimal System used by public libraries. This

manual is probably available at your public library.

Films of Britain at War, British Information Services, 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York City. A complete descriptive list of all the official British

films for 16 mm. distribution in the United States, (free)

Films for Defense, United States Office of Civilian Defense, Washington,
D. C. A handbook for the use of motion pictures in civilian defense, this

pamphlet does not list them but it gives clear and useful information on the

how and wherefor of setting up a film service for the community and

would be of particular value to Civilian Defense workers in charge of visual

education.

Films of Fact, Museum of Modern Art Film Library, 1 1 West 53rd Street,

New York City. This catalog was mentioned under the discussion of the

Museum of Modern Art under "Information." It lists all factual films which
are owned and circulated by the Museum, (free)

The Human Relations Series of Films, Commission on Human Relations,

Progressive Education Association, 71 Washington Square South, New York

City. The films listed in this catalog are excerpts from fictional Hollywood
films, intended for use in conjunction with the study of human relations.

These sequences are not intended to solve problems of human relations, but

merely to illustrate what they are, as a springboard to class discussion, (free)

National Film Board of Canada. 16 mm. films 1941-42 a Catalog
of non-theatrical films which Canada has released for United States distri-

bution. The book is incomplete now, as so many new films have come from
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the cutting rooms of the National Film Board, but it is useful for its de-

scriptions of the material, (free)

One Thousand and One, Educational Screen, 64 East Lake Street, Chi-

cago. This catalog is the most extensive in the non-theatrical field. It tries

to list all available non-theatrical films. It can be found in your public

library.

Selected Educational Motion Pictures, American Council on Education

Motion Picture Project, Washington, D. C.

U. S. War Films, Office of War Information, Bureau of Motion Pictures,

Washington, D. C. Lists all the films currently available through United

States Government agencies, pertaining to the war. (free)
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(Titles of films are in bold face

type)

Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, 51

Accident prevention, 32
Ack Ack, 62

Acoustics, 46-47
Adult Education Association, 49
Africa, program, 61
African campaigns, 25

Agencies, film information and
distribution, 51-56

Agricultural problems, films, 38-39
Air Communique, 60

Aircraft, identification of, govern-
ment films on, 30

Air raids, films, 28-29, 57
Air Raid Warden, The, 28
Air Raid Warden's Report, An, 29
Akin & Bagshaw, Inc., 64
Alexander Nevsky, 15

Allies of United States, 10-21
All Slavs Unite, 61
America Learns to Fly, 33
American Council on Education, 51

American Film Center, The, 52
American Library Association, The,

52
American Museum of Natural His-

tory, 56, 64
Americans All, 18
"American Soldiers Strange to

Britons," 11

Anchors Aweigh, 60
And So They Live, 33
Answer from Red Square, 13

Argentine Primer, 19
Arm Behind the Army, The, 59

Armenia, 14

Army Lays the Rails, The, 59

Army recruiting films, 21-22

Artkino, 15

Atlantic Patrol, 39

ATS, 36
Australian films, 26, 59, 61

Australian News, Bureau, 26, 66

B
Battle Cry of China, 16
Battle Is Our Business, 23, 62
Battle of Brains, 35, 59
Battle of Midway, 22
Battle of the Atlantic, 39

Battle of the Solomons, 61
Behind the Shadows, 34
Bell Aircraft Company, 63
Bell and Howell Company, 31, 64,
66

Bench Work, 31

Benson, E. M., 56
Blackout and Shelter Room, 29

Bomber, 32

Booking Films, 46
Bounteous Earth, 19
Brandon Films, Inc. 15, 19, 26, 39,

40, 63, 64

Bray Pictures Corporation, 64

Bridge, The, 20
British films (see Great Britain)
British Home Guard, 12
British Information Services, 12, 29,

33, 34, 36, 63, 67
Bureau of Motion Pictures, Office of

War Information, 63 (see also

Office of War Information)
Burton Holmes Films, 64

Caissons Go Rolling Along, The, 63
Call for Volunteers, 35

Campus on the March, 60

Canada, National Film Board of, 17,

35, 63, 66, 70

Canada, program, 62
Canada at War, 62
Canadian films, 17-18, 23, 35, 36, 66,

70
Canadian Trade Commissioner, 67

Cannons on Wings, 59
Car conservation, 58

Castle Films, 64

Catalogs, film, 69-70
Channel Incident, 25

Chapayev, 15

Children at War, 58

Children from Overseas, 58

Children in war, program, 58

Children Must Learn, The, 33

Children Next Door, The, 37

Child Welfare, films, 36-38

Child Went Forth, A, 37, 58

China, program, 61

China Strikes Back, 25, 61

Chinese films, 16-17, 25-26, 67
Chinese News Service, 67

Chkalov, Valeri, life of, 15

Churches, use of films, 9

Citizen's Army, 12

City, The, 40
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Civilian defense councils, use of

films, 9

Civilian defense films, 28-29, 30, 57-

58 (see also Office of Civilian

Defense)
Civilian life films, 14, 19-20, 24, 57-

58

College Film Center, 64, 66

Colombia, Crossroads of America,
18-19

Combat Report, 63

Commmandos, 24, 25, 60, 62
Commercial distributors, 64

Commission of Human Relations,
P. E. A., 69

Communications, program, 59

Conservation, program, 57

Control Center, 29
Council for Democracy, 53

Counter Attack at Point A, 13, 24

Crisis, 39, 61

Czechoslovakia Marches on, 61

Czechoslovakian films, 39, 61, 67

Czechoslovakian Information Ser-

vice, 67

Day with the Soviet Air Force, A,
13, 24

Defense Council in Action, The, 28

Democracy in Action, 58 (

Department of Agriculture, films,

38-39, 66

Department of the Interior, 66

Diary of a Polish Airman, 61

Directory of United States Govern-
ment Films, 69

Discussion meeting, 48-50

Disease, films on, 34
Distribution agencies, 51, 54-56

Distributors, film:

boards of education, 54-56

commercial, 64

universities, 54-56
Divide and Conquer, 60

Documentary films, 38
information on, 52

library and, 49
nature of, 9

Drop of Milk, A, 62

Drug manufacturers, sources of

health films, 33

Dudley Visual Education Service,
64

Dunkirk, 25

East and West Association, 20, 21

Eastman Kodak Company, 64

Eating at Work, 33, 58
Edited Pictures System, Inc., 64

Education, Boards of, interest in

films, 54
Educational Film Catalog, 69
Educational films, 37-38, 51-53
Educational Screen, 52, 70

Egypt, 61

Empire's New Armies, 62

Engine Lathe, The, 31

English films (see Great Britain)

Erpi Classroom Films, 64

Europe in revolt, program, 60

F
Farm life films, 15, 58

Farms, progra.ni, 58
Few Ounces a Day, A, 58

Fight for Egypt, The, 61

Fighting French Navy, 60

.Fighting Ships, 59
Film News, 52
Films:

booking, 46
distribution agencies, 54-56 (see

also Distributors, film)
information sources, 51-56

liability for damage, 47

making films work, 48-50
mechanics of, 44-47
value of, 42-43

Victory program, 57-63

Films, Inc., 64
Films for Defence, 69
Films of Britain at War, 10, 11, 69
Films of Commerce Company, 64
Films of Fact, 69

Finland, 14

Fire Bomb, 28
Fire raids, 28-29, 58
First aid, government films on, 30
Five and Under, 38-39, 58
"Focus on Learning," 52
Folk Dances and Russian Ballet, 14

Food, Weapon of Conquest, 34
Food Convoy, 60
Food distributors, sources of health

films, 33
Food films, 33-34

program, 58
For Children Only, 33

Ford, John, 22
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Foreign Policy Association, 20, 49
For Freedom, Honor, Country, 62

Forgotten Village, 20
For Health and Happiness, 58
For Honor, Freedom and Country,

13

Forward Commandos, 62

Forums, use of films, 9
Four Hundred Million, The, 26

France, 60
Front Line Hospital, 59

Garden for Victory, 58
Gas attacks, 58
General Motors, 63

Geopolitik, 27
Gift for the General, A, 36
Global warfare:

films, 27

meaning of, 26-27
Governments:

film services of, 65-68
sources of health films, 33

Great Beginning, The, 15

Great Britain:

films of, 10-13, 29, 32, 36, 37, 67,
69

program, 62
Great Lakes, 18

Guadalcanal, 61

Guatemala, 19

Gutlohn, Walter O., Inc., 64

H
Handbook of Global Warfare, 27

Handymen, The, 25

Happy Childhood, 14

Harmon Foundation, Inc., 64
Health films, 33, 34, 35, 52, 58, 59
Health in War, 59
Health in wartime, program, 59

Help Wanted, 35

Henry Browne, Farmer, 38, 58

High Over the Border, 20

High Spots in a High Country, 19

High Stakes, 61
Historic Record, 61

Home on the Range, 58

Host, Per, 68
Household Finance Corporation, 36

Human Relations Series of Films,
69

Ideal Pictures Corporation, 64
India at War, 61

India in Crisis, 61
Industrial films, 12, 14, 30-32, 59
Industrial front, program, 59

Industries, as film sources, 68
Information sources, 51-56
Inside Fighting Russia, 15-16
Inter-American Affairs, Office ot

Co-ordinator, 18, 19

Interceptor Command, 63
International Council of Religious

Education, 53
It's Up to Us, 58

Jane Brown Changes Her Job, 35-

36, 58

Japan, war with, 22, 27, 60, 61

Japanese Relocation, 60

Johnson and Johnson Company, 35

K
Know Your Enemy Japan, 60

Kokoda, 26

Labor, 14, 59
Lake Carrier, 59

Land, The, 39
Latest Coverage in Africa, 61
Latin American films, 18-20
Let My People Live, 34
Letter from Camp Borden, 23

Lexington, burning of, 61

Libraries, use of films, 9

Library, public, help from, 49
Life insurance companies, sources

of health films, 33
Listen to Britain, 12, 62
List of Films Available to Civilian

Defense Councils, 28-29, 69

Living with Strangers, 37
Lofoten Raid, 24, 62
London Fire Raids, 29

M
McDonald, Gerald, 52

Making Ends Meet, 33
Mannerheim Line, The, 14

Map reading, government films on,
30

March, Frederic, 59

March of Time, 63
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Marshall, George C, 11

Mayer and Burstyn, 20
Medical films, 52
Men and Dust, 34
Men and the Sea, 59
Merchant Navy, 60
Mexican films, 19, 20
Mexico Builds a Democracy, 19
Middle East, 27, 61

Middle East, program, 61

Midway, battle of, 22

Midway and Coral Sea Battles, The,
61

Milk, health films, 33

Milling Machine, The, 31

Mobile Engineers, 32
Modern Talking Picture Service,

Inc., 64
Modest Miracle, The, 33

Mongolian Art, 14

Moscow Strikes Back, 40
Motion picture councils, use of films,

9

Munich, 39
Museum of Modern Art Film Li-

brary, The, 52, 56, 64, 70

Museums, film divisions of, 56

N
National Association of Manufac-

turers, 53
National Board of Review of Mo-

tion Pictures, 52-53

National Dairy Council, 33
National Dances of the U.S.S.R., 14

National Education Association, De-
partment of Visual Instruction, 53

National Film Board of Canada, 17,

35, 63, 66, 70
National Geographic Society, 19

National Tuberculosis Association,
34

Naval Operations, 25

Navy, U. S., in China, 16

Navy Department, 21-22

Navy Does the Job, The, 59

Nazi power, growth of, films, 39-40

Negro:
education, 37

farmer, 38, 58

tuberculosis and, 34

Neighbors Under Fire, 29
Netherlands films, 61,- 67

Netherlands Information Bureau, 67

New Fire Bomb, The, 29

New Guinea, 61

New Movies, 53

Newspaper Train, 12

New York Public Library, 53
New York Times, The, 10-11

New York University Film Library,
20, 33, 37, 66

Night Shift, 62
No Accidents, 32

Norway in Revolt, 60

Norwegian films, 68

Nursery schools, 37-38

Nursing, 34
Nutrition films, 33

Office of Civilian Defense, 27, 66,

69
Civilian defense councils, films for,

28-29, 30

training for war industries, 30-32
Office of Co-ordinator, Inter-Amer-

ican Affairs, 18, 19, 65
Office of Education, 65
Office of War Information:

agricultural films, 38-39

other films, 23, 27, 40, 65, 70
One Day in Soviet Russia, 14, 62
One Hundred Million Women, 35
One Tenth of Our Nation, 37
One Thousand and One, catalog, 70
On the Firing Line, 13, 23
Ottawa on the River, 17-18
Our Empire Is the Air, 59
''Our Fight for Freedom/' victory
program, 57-63
how to book, 63

Our Fighting Allies The Czechs,
61

Our Neighbors Down the Road, 19

Our Russian Front, 16

Pacific area, program, 61

Paratroops, 60

Partners in Crime, 60
Peacetime films, 13, 38, 40

Peoples of Canada, 17

Pepperell Manufacturing Company,
36

Philadelphia Museum of Art, 56

Pigeons, 59
Place to Live, A, 37

Place to project films, finding, 44-45
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Plows, Planes and Peace, 38

Poland, films, 61, 62, 68
Poland Forever, 61

Post-war planning, 40
Power and the Land, 38
Precision Measuring, 31

Price of Victory, 63
Private Smith, 21

Program, Victory, 57-63 (see also

Victory program)
Progressive Education Association,

catalog, 69

"Projecting Motion Pictures in the

Classroom," 51

Projectionist, engaging, 45-46

Projector, oiling, 46

Propaganda, 11

Propaganda films, 43

Protection, program, 57
Public Affairs Committee, 49
Public library, help from, 49

Racial tolerance, 17

R.A.F. attacks, 25, 62

Rathner, Harry, 15

Recruiting films, army, 21-22
Red Army, The, 13, 62
Red Cross, role in war, 34, 59

Re-discovering America, 56

Religious Film Association, The, 53
Rescue Unit, 28
Return of An Emperor, 61

Reynolds, Quentin, 14, 62

Right Man, The, 60

Ring of Steel, 63

River, The, 38
Road to Tokyo, 27

Royal Observer Corps, 29

Russia, program, 62
Russia Fights Back, 13

Russian Ballet and Folk Dances, 14
Russian films, 13-16, 23, 38, 40
Russia's Millions Mobilize, 14

Safeguarding Military Information,
60

St. Louis Dairy Council, 33

Schools, use of films, 9
Science in wartime, 59
Scorched earth policy, 62

Scrap for Victory, 30, 58
Screen:

choosing, 46
size of, 45

Selassie, Haile, 61
"Selected Education Motion Pic-

tures," 52, 70
Sensitive Drill, The, 31
Service clubs, use of films, 9

Shaper, The, 31

Shipbuilding Skills, 31
Shock Troops for Defenese, 30, 57
Short Guide to Great Britain, A, 11

Signal Corps films, 66
Sign of Victory, 60

Single Point Cutting Tools, 31
Slavic Nations, 61
Social agencies, use of films, 9
Soldiers All, 23
Soldiers Without Uniform, 59
Song of Youth, 14
Sound projector, sources for obtain-

ing, 45
South American films, 18-20
South American Medley, 19
Soviet Arctic, 14
Soviet Frontiers of the Danube, 14
Soviet School Child, 38
Soviet Union, films (see Russian

films)
Soviet Women at War, 14, 58
Spanish Earth, 39

Spanish films, 39

Sports in the U.S.S.R., 14
Steel for Victory, 59

Stewart, James, 63

Stopped at Stalingrad, 62

Strategy of Metals, 59
Street Fighting, 60

Tanks, 32, 59

Target for Tonight, 24-25, 62

Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., 64
Technicolor shorts, army, 21-22

Thibault, Conrad, 60
Three Countries Against Syphilis,

34
This Is Blitz, 40
Total warfare, meaning to Ameri-

cans, 28

Tracy, Spencer, 63
Trade unions, use of films 9
Transfer of Skill, 59

Transport, program, 59

Travelog films, 16, 17, 19

Troop Train, 60

Tuberculosis, 34
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U
Under Siege, 13, 24, 62
Union of Socialist Soviet Republics

13-16

United China Relief, 16
United Nations, 11

United Nations films, 10-40
sources of general, 20-21

United Nations Information Center,
20

United States, program, 63
United States Army films, 21-23
United States Army Signal Corps,

films, 40
United States Department of Agri-

culture, films, 38-39, 66
United States government films, 21-
23

United States Office of Civilian De-
fense (see Office of Civilian De-
fense)

United States Public Health Service,
34

United States War Films, 70
Universities:

as film distributors, 54-56
services operated by, 55-56

U.S.S.R. (see Russia, Soviet)

Value of films, 42-43
Vertical Boring Mill, 31
Vertical Drill, The, 31

Victory film program, 57-63
children and women in war, 58
China and The Pacific area, 61

Europe in revolt, 60
food and farms, 58
Great Britain and Canada, 62
health and science in wartime, 59
industrial front, 59
Middle East and Africa, 61

protection and conservation, 57

Russia, 62

transport and communications, 59-

60

United States, 63
war information, 60

Village School, 37
Visual Education Service, 64
Visual instruction, 53, 55, 56
Vocational Films, 34

W
Wallace, Vice-President, 63
War and Order, 29
War Department, Signal Corps, 66
War films, program, 57-63
War Industries, Training for, 30-32
War information, program, 60

Warning, The, 57
War production films, 30-32
Wartime Factory, 12, 59

Wave, The, 19

Weede, Robert, 63
Western Front (Chinese), 16-17
White Battle Front, 34-35, 59
What Shall I Wear? 36
What to Do in a Gas Attack, 57

Wilson, W., Company, 69

Winged Messengers, 59

Wings of Victory, 15

Wings of Youth, 23

Winning Your Wings, 63
Winter on the Farm, 12
Women at war:

films, 14, 35-36, 58, 62

program, 58

Women Are Warriors, 58
Women at War, 36, 58

Women's clubs, use of films, 9

Wooden Faces of Tononicapan, 19

World at War, The, 27, 63, 65
World in Action, series, 15, 27, 34

Yellow Caesar, 60

Youth, 14, 16, 18, 51-53, 60

Y.M.C.A., Motion Picture Bureau,
64
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ORGANIZED
in 1909 by the People's Institute of New York City as a

volunteer group of citizens to intermediate between the public and the
motion picture producers in a local situation which had closed the city's

movie theatres, The National Board of Review became a permanent and
independent institution, evolving from a censorship group to an organization
with nation-wide affiliations devoted to providing the public with advance
information about motion pictures, with classifications as to audience suit-

ability and recommendations as to entertainment quality. It puts emphasis
on whatever educational or cultural values may be found in the pictures it

reviews, and aims to discover and extend the uses of the motion picture
in all ways connected with education, general culture and social progress.

THE
Board's review work is done by a large Review Committee of

volunteers, none of whom may have any connection with the motion
picture industry, composed of some two hundred men and women of

various ages and from various walks of life who represent a cross- section
of public taste and opinion. Policies of the Board are made and executed
by a Board of Directors, with the advice of a General Committee. A Com-
mittee on Exceptional Photoplays, made up of critics and students of the
motion picture, specializes in the more esthetic aspects of the film.

WORKING
with the New York organization, since 1915, and grouped

within its National Motion Picture Council, are numerous and widely
distributed local organizations in different cities and towns, repre-

senting cultural, educational, recreational, religious and civic groups, and
demonstrating, through a program of study, selection and classification,
the effectiveness of an informed public opinion as a means of forwarding
the development of the motion picture and its best uses. A National Advisory
Council is composed of leaders in this work.

AN increasingly important part of the Board's work is concerned with
young people. Its Young Reviewers have been, since 1931, serving as a
means of discovering the direct reactions of children to all sorts of films,

and its National Association of 4- Star Clubs, organized in 1936, encourages
the formation of motion picture study clubs in the schools. The name of
the Club stands for its 4-point program: appreciation, projection and pro-
duction of films, and community service.

THE
Schools Motion Picture Committee, composed of parents and teachers,

issues a weekly list of those theatres in the metropolitan New York
area whose entire programs for the week-end are recommended as suit-

able to young people of school age.

THE
Board's publications include New Movies The National Board of

Review Magazine; a Weekly Guide to Selected Pictures; a Weekly Of-
ficial Bulletin; study papers, special lists, etc. A listing of publications

and services is available on request. Address the National Board of Review,
Educational Building, 70 Fifth Avenue, New York City.








